Town of Cumberland Town Council Meeting April 25, 2016 by Cumberland (Me.)
AGENDA 
Cumberland Town Council Meeting 
Town Council Chambers 
MONDAY, April 25, 2016 
5:45 P.M. Finance Committee Meeting 
6:00 P.M. Workshop 
7:00 P.M. Call to Order 
 
6:00 P.M. WORKSHOP with Terry Traver from Whitney Tree Service re: Brown Tail Moth problem on 
Route 88 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
April 11, 2016 
 
III. MANAGER’S REPORT 
 
IV. PUBLIC DISCUSSION 
 
V. LEGISLATION AND POLICY   
 
16 – 053 To consider and act on authorizing the Town Manager to execute a contract with Whitney 
Tree Service to spray for Brown Tail Moth’s on Route 88 provided that the majority of 
residents participate.  
 
16 – 054 To hear a report from the Finance Committee re: 3rd Quarter Financials.  
 
16 – 055 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on the adoption of the Knight’s Pond Preserve 
Management Plan. 
 
16 – 056 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the Penobscot 
Valley Kennel Club’s Dog Show to be held June 22nd – 25th from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the 
Cumberland Fairgrounds. 
 
16 – 057 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the Cumberland 
Girls Round Robin Lacrosse Tournament to be held at Twin Brook on May 14th from 8:00 
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
 
16 – 058 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the Cumberland 
Boys Jamboree Lacrosse Tournament to be held at Twin Brook on June 11th from 8:00 a.m. to 
6:00 p.m. 
 
16 – 059 To set a Public Hearing date of May 9th to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for 
Girls on the Run-Maine for a 5K race to be held on June 5th from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at the 
Cumberland Fairgrounds. 
 
VI. NEW BUSINESS 
 Nomination Papers available on March 21st – must be returned by April 28th 
 Neighborhood meeting re: Middle Road Reconstruction project on May 4th at 6:00 p.m. 
 Workshop with Planning Board re: LED Signs on May 9th at 6:00 p.m. 
 Workshop re: Bicentennial Committee Charge on May 23rd at 6:00 p.m. 
 Proposed Special Town Council meeting to countersign school warrant, Tuesday, May 3rd at 5:00 p.m. 
 
VII. ADJOURNMENT 
MOTIONS · 
 MOTIONS 
 
 
16 – 053 I move to authorize the Town Manager to execute a contract with Whitney Tree 
Service to spray for Brown Tail Moth’s along the Route 88 corridor provided that the 
majority of residents participate, and I further authorize up to $10,000 be expended from 
this year’s contingency budget. 
 
 
16 – 054 No action.  
 
 
16 – 055 I move to adopt the Knight’s Pond Preserve Management Plan. 
 
 
16 – 056 I move to authorize the Mass Gathering Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club’s 
Dog Show to be held June 22nd – 25th from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Cumberland 
Fairgrounds. 
 
 
16 – 057 I move to authorize the Mass Gathering Permit for the Cumberland Girls Round Robin 
Lacrosse Tournament to be held at Twin Brook on May 14th from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
 
 
16 – 058 I move to authorize the Mass Gathering Permit for the Cumberland Boys Jamboree 
Lacrosse Tournament to be held at Twin Brook on June 11th from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
 
 
16 – 059 I move to set a Public Hearing date of May 9th to consider and act on a Mass Gathering 
Permit for Girls on the Run-Maine for a 5K race to be held on June 5th from 7:00 a.m. to 
1:00 p.m. at the Cumberland Fairgrounds. 
 
 
MINUTES 
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MINUTES 
Cumberland Town Council Meeting 
Town Council Chambers 
MONDAY, April 11, 2016 
6:00 Wyman Way Neighborhood Meeting 
 
 
7:00 P.M. CALL TO ORDER 
Present:   Councilors Bingham, Turner, Copp, Edes, Gruber, and Storey-King 
Excused:  Councilor Stiles 
 
I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Motion by Councilor Gruber, seconded by Councilor Copp, to accept the March 28, 2016 meeting 
minutes as presented. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
II. MANAGER’S REPORT 
Chairman Bingham presented Abigail Jean Steinberg, a 7th grader at Greely Middle School, an award for 
the Maine Municipal Association’s statewide writing contest. Abigail wrote an essay titled “If I Led My 
Community” and she was one of three winners in the entire state.  
 
Chairman Bingham invited Abigail to read her essay: 
 
If l led my community there are three things I would focus on: allowing residents to vote on the 
town's real priorities, helping the schools meet their needs, and encouraging greater protections for 
our environment. Children's thoughts for the community are never accounted for, but I now have the 
chance to share my ideas on this matter.   
First, I would take a comprehensive survey of residents' needs, wants, and priorities.   
Citizens are paying huge tax dollars and they have a right to direct the money. I would publish the 
results of the survey, discuss the results, and then have the town residents vote on the top priorities. I 
would use leadership skills, put the town's needs before my personal wants, and I would help residents 
understand how to spend their tax dollars wisely and for the greater long term good. For example, if 
someone wanted to put in an ice skating rink I would encourage the town to vote as it may be important 
to some, but not all. We might discuss whether an ice rink is a greater priority than a turf field or 
another park. When leading a community you must let everyone have a say in how money is spent.   
Another thing I would do is improve our school facilities. The school plays a major role in my 
community and has many needs the town must support. One thing I would do to make the school a 
better place is to add a real auditorium as the school is currently using the cafeteria. Maintaining and 
regularly upgrading our school facilities should be a top priority for our town. As a leader in my 
community I would try to fully meet the needs of our schools and look for opportunities to improve 
facilities that could be used by the whole community. It is important to have strong public schools to 
educate and enrich our children. These are the children that will grow up and help lead our town in the 
future.   
Finally, I would make it easier for residents to take care of our environment. Although not at the 
top of everyone's to-do list, a clean environment provides a lasting long term benefit to the town. I 
would propose adding an easy town composting system. This would be great for the environment 
because food is not trash. Composting would significantly reduce the amount of trash we send to 
landfills. Taking action in helping the environment is not always easy, but it helps the world become a 
better place.   
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To sum up, I think it is important as a leader to focus on the needs of others, listen to what they 
really want and help communities prioritize their financial resources. I think it is important to maintain 
strong public schools, and protect our environment. If I led my community I would make my town a 
better place to live.  
  
Town Manager Shane reported that MDOT will not be ready this summer, as originally planned, for the 
Route One turning lane project. We will be bidding that project in November for construction next 
year.   
 
We are making some headway on the connectivity of Greely Woods.  The Manager will be working 
with 4 landowners to obtain easements across their property. This will make trail connectivity easier 
and avoiding the need to build new trails.  
 
The Town’s Bicentennial is just 5 years away and he suggested that the Council consider appointing a 
committee to plan for the celebration. Library Director, Thomas Bennett and Carolyn Small from the 
Cumberland Historical Society will be at a future Council workshop to discuss this.  
 
 
III. PUBLIC DISCUSSION 
None 
 
 
IV. LEGISLATION AND POLICY   
 
16 – 044 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for Binnie 
Media’s Maine’s Ultimate Yard Sale to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds on June 
11, 2016 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
Town Manager Shane said that the application is complete and staff is recommending approval. 
 
Chairman Bingham opened the Public Hearing. 
Public discussion: None 
Chairman Bingham closed the Public Hearing.  
 
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Gruber, to approve the Mass Gathering Permit for 
Binnie Media’s Maine’s Ultimate Yard Sale to be held at the Cumberland Fairgrounds on June 11, 2016 
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
 
16 – 045 To appoint Democratic and Republican Election Clerks.  
Town Manager Shane said the Town Clerk has given the Council the list and is recommending approval.  
 
Motion by Councilor Gruber, seconded by Councilor Copp, to appoint Democratic and Republican Election 
Clerks per the list provided by the Town Clerk. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
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16 – 046 To appoint Renee LaChapelle as Assistant Tax Assessor for appeals in FY2016. 
Town Manager Shane explained that our Tax Assessor, John Brushwein has requested this appointment. Since 
Cumberland County Assessing was responsible for the Town’s commitment this year (that will end on June 
30th), Mr. Brushwein felt strongly that Renee should hear any appeals for that time period.  
 
Motion by Councilor Edes, seconded by Councilor Turner, to appoint Renee LaChapelle as Assistant Tax 
Assessor for appeals in FY2016. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
 
16 – 047 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on creating an Office Commercial South 
(OC-S) Retail, Restaurant, Multiplex Dwelling, Mixed Use Overlay District for an area 
shown on Tax Assessor Map R1/Lots 13B, 14, 14A & 14B, as recommended by the 
Planning Board. 
At the beginning of the year, a developer came before the Council and requested that multiplexes be allowed as 
he was proposing a mixed use building with offices and apartments. The Planning Board has sent the request 
back with some comments from an abutter requesting limiting the number of residential units on any one 
property in the Overlay District. The Planning Board did not include that request in their recommendation. 
 
Chairman Bingham opened the Public Hearing. 
Public discussion: None 
Chairman Bingham closed the Public Hearing.  
 
Councilor Storey-King asked the Manager what the normal setback would be without the multiplex portion. 
 
Town Manager Shane responded the setbacks would be front 50’, rear 65’ and sides 30’ (combined 65’). 
 
Councilor Copp suggested holding the vote on this item until after the next item because both properties are 
in close proximity of each other, in the same zone, and both are asking for 1.5 parking spots per unit. He 
wants to be consistent. 
 
Councilor Gruber agreed. 
 
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Gruber to table voting on this item until after item 16-048. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
Discussion on this item after voting on item # 16-048: 
Councilor Storey-King said that she wants to be the voice for the one person who had concerns with the 
setbacks and the building height.  
 
Town Manager Shane said that the rear setback is 50-feet less and the side setback is 10-feet less than the 
OC-South.   
 
Councilor Storey-King said that she is uncomfortable with the 50 foot building height (40 feet is allowed 
per ordinance).  
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Chairman Bingham reopened the Public Hearing. 
Public discussion: None 
Chairman Bingham closed the Public Hearing. 
 
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Copp, to create an Office Commercial South (OC-S) 
Retail, Restaurant, Multiplex Dwelling, Mixed Use Overlay District for an area shown on Tax Assessor 
Map R1/Lots 13B, 14, 14A & 14B, as recommended by the Planning Board, to include 1.5 parking spaces 
per unit and reserve space sufficient to accommodate 2 spaces per unit. 
VOTE:  5-1 (Storey-King opposed)  MOTION PASSES 
 
 
16 – 048 To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on draft amendments to the Contract Zone 
Agreement with Cumberland Foreside Village, LLC to include the rezoning of Tax Map 
R01/Lot 12A and revisions regarding the development of multiplex dwellings on Tax Map 
R01/Lots 11, 11A, 11B and 12A, as recommended by the Planning Board.   
Town Manager Shane explained that the Planning Board approved this at its last meeting. The request is to 
add additional units.  Back in 2007, 134 units were approved by the Council. To date, only 45 have been 
built.  When the idea of apartments was presented a year ago, he and Councilor Gruber met with Mr. Chase 
to talk about the idea of creating a senior apartment complex and using a 65 million dollar bond that was 
proposed by the legislature at the time. Over the next few months, the bond number shrunk from 65 to 15 
million and AVESTA Housing said that we would likely not be eligible due to the number of senior housing 
projects around the state. AVESTA decided that they would not continue working with us on this project.  
At that time, David Chase and Loni Graiver approached the Town with a plan to build 96 apartments.  This 
is what is before the Council this evening.  The 96 would exceed the 134 that is in the 2007 CZA approval 
and Mr. Chase has agreed to reserve 20% of the units to 55+ residents and a community. Project Engineer, 
Tom Greer is here this evening to answer any questions. 
 
Councilor Gruber said that he would like to add a provision to be able to add parking above the 1.5 spaces 
per unit, if the need arises.  
 
Councilor Edes asked Mr. Greer if the similar project just built in Westbrook has any parking issues. 
 
Mr. Greer said that that project allowed for 1.5 spaces per unit, it is now fully occupied, and the 1.5 seems to 
be working well.  1.5 spaces per unit for the Cumberland project is where they would like to start, but have 
the ability to add a few more spaces in the future either at the community building or a separate overflow lot 
with 24 spaces.  
 
Chairman Bingham opened the Public Hearing. 
Public discussion: Tom Foley of 29 Granite Ridge Road asked if the Westbrook project has access to public 
transportation.  This one does not, so residents will have to have their own vehicles. He feels that that 2 
spaces per unit should be considered due to the lack of public transportation. 
 
Janet Hotham of Middle Road asked if the federal beautification easement falls inside the boundaries on the 
CZA map and does Mr. Chase own the easement? 
 
Mr. Greer responded that Mr. Chase does own the easement.  
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Ms. Hotham requested that the Council consider removing the item #5 amendment and requiring that the 
stated rear yard setback for multiplexes be 50 feet from the easement boundary, not the edge of 295.  
Require the developer to locate any recreational trails within the subdivision property not within the 295 
easement.  Ms. Hotham added that in her opinion, the developer’s request to pay a fee in lieu of growth 
permit fees is not in the Town’s best interest.  She requested that it be modified in such a way that no single 
family homes, duplexes or any type of condominium is given an amendment from the growth ordinance.  
 
Gerald Croce of 20 Skillin Road said that he knows some facts about the Westbrook development: there is 
no public transportation in that part of the City, there is currently 48 rented and they are using 1.5 parking 
spaces per unit.  Out of the 48 rented, there are no school aged children or toddlers.  
 
Chairman Bingham closed the Public Hearing. 
 
Councilor Storey-King read the following:  
In the past we have granted Contract Zone Agreements because we have more control over things like design 
standards. However, this CZA is being used to “trump” current design standards and setbacks so they don’t 
have to be met.  When phrases such as “it’s too late,” and “the train has left the station” are used, I feel like our 
influence has been taken away. In the past we have used contract zones to have more control, not less. 
 
There is no public benefit for this contract zone.  The manager has said this project is supported by the 
Comprehensive Plan.  I disagree. I sat on the Comprehensive Plan committee and the update committee, and 
while we talked of expanding our housing opportunities, apartments outside the center of town were not 
specifically discussed.   
 
There is only one goal in the housing section of the plan: “Continue to encourage the development of housing 
which provides for a mix of people from all income, ages, trades, and professionals.”  However, not one of the 
four action items listed with that goal suggests an apartment complex of this magnitude anywhere in town, 
whereas it does specifically talk about smaller, single family homes.  Therefore, the homes being built in 
Foreside Village do loosely meet the goals of the plan. The apartments do not.   
 
The executive summary of the Comprehensive Plan references having a mix of housing options to keep young 
and old people in town, but those options, according to the narrative written in the plan, should be near town 
services, and specifically references the development of the Doane Property.  The final phase of the Village 
Green development plan has a plan for apartments, in a walkable part of town. 
 
It does say in the Comprehensive Plan survey that 89% of residents strongly favor or support adherence to 
design standards.  Design standards for Route 1, Section 2.5 (Residential Structures), which we approved only 
last summer say: “Box-like, ranch, or split-level ‘Contractor Modern’ type dwellings do not particularly reflect 
Maine styles.” These big, boxy buildings do not meet our design standards; why are we going around this?  
 
I would like the public to know that a contract zone like this could be proposed in any part of town.  However, I 
would like to reassure the public that this council is not likely to approve something like this anywhere else in 
town.  Imagine even one of these buildings being built where the contract zones for apartments exist on Maine 
Street! 
 
When I asked the manager why eight and not the original four, he said that’s what Mr. Chase asked for.  I would 
like us to remember it is our job to do what is best for Cumberland, not for Mr. Chase and his associates. 
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I feel we have been lied to.  At the very least, the answers to our questions have not been forthright.  Promises 
made have been broken.  For me, it was the question of whether this development would be visible from Middle 
Road.  I asked it each time there was an amendment and every time the response was “very little, if at all.”  The 
record will show that each time I supported Mr. Chase’s CZA requests, I questioned the public benefit.  I 
believed what I was told would be a public benefit.  I no longer believe this to be true. 
 
David Chase is an aggregate processor.  When you “google” him, that’s what comes up first.  In his earliest 
testimonies in front of us, he told us he is a contractor, not a developer. I imagine he has taken millions of 
dollars of materials off this project.  He has removed dozens of feet of ledge that would not be allowed by statute 
unless he had a development plan. He has found a businessman’s solution to his challenge of accessing the 
materials on this site.  I believe he submitted development plans so that he could mine the land. Each contract 
zone has been for his benefit, not public benefit.  It is his right to be a successful business man; it is our 
responsibility to represent the citizens of Cumberland. 
 
I believe we were lied to about the prices of the homes in phase one. In January of 2015, we were told the houses 
in this development would average $300k; the current houses for sale range from $300k to $400k, and new 
construction options average $358k.  While it is good news the market is improving, that’s nearly a 20% 
increase over what was supposed to be the average fewer than fifteen months ago. When are we going to talk 
about that?  We granted a contract zone change that included 5000 square foot lots so that there would be, 
according to the Comprehensive Plan, small family homes.  Small family homes are encouraged in the plan in 
order to be more affordable. This feels like scalping to me. 
 
We were told that the move went from 34 to 98 apartments when the bond monies from the state went from $65 
million to $15 million. What has not been mentioned is this bond, approved overwhelmingly by the citizens of 
Maine in November 2015, was to be matched by another $22.6 million.  So the truth is, funds weren’t cut from 
65 million to 15 million, they were cut to 37.6 million. The additional truth is we would have never qualified for 
money from the state even at $65 million because we do not have public transportation.  I read this requirement 
in the legislation.   
 
When are we going to talk about the capacity we have for this type of development?   We have a housing 
authority whose task is to oversee senior housing.  Do they have the capacity to handle problems for these 
residents in the future?  When are we going to talk about what our future needs will be for a housing authority?  
That’s to say nothing of other needs like schooling and public safety services. 
 
Why are we exempting this from the Growth Ordinance?  The ordinance’s intent is not to extort money out of 
building projects. The Growth Ordinance is intended to help us manage growth. This project is not managed 
growth.  
 
I question the practice of loaning money to developers.  I do not sit on the Finance Committee so this is a 
practice I was unaware of and do not support.  I only found out through this project that it has been done 
before.  I think it is a risk I don’t want to take with taxpayer’s money and we should have talked about it, openly 
and in public.   
 
I was told the developer needs eight buildings to make it financially feasible. If this project has increased in size 
for financial feasibility, I want full disclosure.  I want to see the numbers.  
 
I want you to know that on one of the original maps for four buildings, there was a fifth building hand-sketched 
onto the design. Through my research, I found plans to expand this project have been in motion since last 
summer. We sold Mr. Chase a town lot last year in good faith for the development of senior housing.  I do not 
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want our citizens to be taken advantage of.  If this council supports an apartment complex of this size, it should 
have gone out for RFP.  Maybe someone else could have built it in a more financially feasible manner. I’m more 
than certain Mr. Chase is not selling the land to Mr. Gravier at a loss. And what happens if these units sit 
empty?  What safeguards are in place for this business model? 
 
In our packets this week was a chart depicting changes in the contract zone over time.  The chart indicates that 
elderly housing was deleted from the CZA in 2007, but I’d like to point out that as recently as January 2015, Mr. 
Shane told the planning board, and I quote, “we are anticipating forty units of affordable senior housing for the 
apartments…” And from the planning board minutes of July 30, 2015, a month after the legislature cut LD 1205, 
there is a reference to 32 apartment units.   
 
The chart indicates that Mr. Chase has two years for site prep. According to the contract zone currently in place, 
section H:  “All site preparation activities must be completed within one year of approval (February 27, 2015) 
unless an extension is requested by the Developer from the Planning Board prior to the expiration date.”  This 
has not happened, yet Mr. Chase continues to mine the land.  
 
The chart indicates that design standards are added in this CZA change.  Design standards existed in the 2007 
CZA, on pages 8 and 9. 
 
According to this CZA, a driveway now only has to be set back five feet.  There has been some email 
communication between the manager and the engineers and developer on this project about the road section in 
the apartment area. In January of this year, Tom Greer asked if the road could be a driveway through the 
project so as not to trigger DEP permitting.  As recently as March 16, the manager told Mr. Chase he would 
need to ask the Planning Board for a reduction to the road, and then they could recommend it to the Council.  
He said, “I am not very supportive of a 20’ curbed on both sides road primarily due to winter storage. With 
nearly 960 trips a day on this road, I would rather see 22’ with a 2’ esplanade.” Already there are negotiations 
to change the details of this contract zone.  We should be seeing a pattern here. Also, in regards to parking, with 
only a five foot setback requirement, where is there room for a berm as required in section L? Five feet is not 
enough width for a berm. 
 
It should be noted as well that the orientation of these apartment buildings changed when the plan changed from 
four to eight, so I believe now rear setbacks become side setbacks, a change from 50 to 30 feet.  I may be wrong 
on this point. Still, this is too much development squeezed onto 10.35 acres of land. 
 
When are we going to have this land surveyed to check what has already been done there? With all due respect, 
Mr. Shane’s GPS is not a survey.  When I visited the site a month ago, it was not well marked and I could not tell 
which tapes represented which lines.  I don't have a lot of faith that the buffer has been properly identified.  
 
I agree that we need affordable housing for our young people.  A thought-provoking NY Times article was just 
published about builders designing and constructing multi-generational homes, where grandparents and 
“boomerang” children share a home...three generations in one home.  That would be an interesting model to 
pursue. However, $12hundred-$15hundred is not an affordable standard for young people.  HUD guidelines say 
that a household income for that rent needs to be $48,000 to $60,000.  Young people, especially young people 
with a mountain of college debt, won’t be able to afford those rents.  In addition, many young people and people 
I know who would prefer to rent rather than buy want urban areas, close to amenities.  The retirees who want to 
stay in Cumberland want nice places, not boxy college-type apartments. 
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Have the people who purchased the lots for their new $400k homes been told about the nearly 100 apartments, 
or was the wait to request an amendment made after a certain amount of lots were sold? In other words, I’m 
wondering how many people think the apartments are still going to be 30-40 units for seniors.  Do they feel 
differently with the new high-density market rate apartments? The sign by Route One still shows four; it feels 
deceitful. 
 
Why are there fourteen small lots in the housing phase not identified for sale as allowed in the contract zone?  Is 
this project going to be built out or is it going to be another promise unfulfilled?  Are we reaching saturation?  I 
don’t know. 
 
This proposal has triggered a DEP permit request. Why are we moving ahead before we know whether or not it 
will be granted?  I think I know why.  Mr. Chase needs this CZA to continue to mine and process materials. 
 
I have been told this train has left the station because we voted on it earlier.  I do not believe we had all the 
information when previous votes were taken to send it to the Planning Board for recommendation.  I don’t 
believe the Planning Board had enough information to make a recommendation. I believe it is being rushed, and 
while some of us may have had more information than others; it is our duty and responsibility to do this right. 
We have always been about transparency.  There are too many things in this proposal that are not transparent. 
 
So, before we approve this, I want to discuss these points.  I do not want to discuss my emotionality around this 
development.  I don’t want to discuss the fact that I’m an abutter.  I don’t want to discuss the fact that my 
neighbors no longer have the horizon they used to have.  I want to discuss these points.  And finally, I want each 
of you to go on the record, here, tonight, for what you perceive to be the public benefit of this project. 
 
This contract zone has no integrity and I shall not support it as is. 
 
Chairman Bingham said that Mr. Chase and/or Mr. Greer should be allowed to respond before we bring it back 
to the Council. 
 
David Chase said that there were many inaccuracies in Councilor Storey-King’s comments and he is not going to 
argue with her about his integrity or what he supposedly did or did not lie about. He has been straight up with 
this Council for the last 10 years and he has not tried to deceive them, or anybody else, for any reason.  He does 
not feel that it is good use of the Council’s time to address each of her items individually, but he will do so if 
anyone wants him to.  
 
Councilor Turner said that a lot of what Councilor Storey-King said implies that the Council has been cavalier 
about the public interest in this project. The Planning Board sent this back to the Council with unanimous 
approval. Apparently, they also shirked their responsibility.  If all of what has been said in her testimony were 
true, he would feel very guilty and would likely resign from the Council. We have wanted more rental properties 
in this town for some time and there is no other location where we could put a substantial number of units.  
Councilor Storey-King has legitimate issues, but she needs to acknowledge that the rest of the Council has had 
issues, but have undoubtedly resolved them because they voted the way that they voted. We are policy makers 
and the person responsible for carrying out the policies is the Town Manger.  We have always respected his 
decisions on minutia and the Council oversees that minutia and realizes what is going on.  He doesn’t feel that 
any of the Council thinks that they have been blindsided. He feels that there is a strong public benefit with this 
project and this is a matter of a difference of opinion. 
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Councilor Edes said that he stands by his original vote. This is a great project and Mr. Chase’s reputation has 
never been in question with him.  He knows a lot of people in the construction business and when you mention 
David Chase’s name, you only hear positive things.  
 
Councilor Gruber said that as Chairman of the Finance Committee, Councilor Storey-King’s comment regarding 
loaning Mr. Chase money (which is paid back in full), he takes ownership of that.  He might not have 
communicated enough with the Council and he feels badly about that.  He also feels badly that he is one of the 
Council Liaison’s to the Planning Board and he might not communicate enough to the Council about what is 
happening with the Planning Board.  He is going to be better about this.  His platform is all about senior housing 
and senior programming, and he doesn’t really like the design of the building and its lack of covered parking, but 
it does fit the public benefit in regard to additional and much needed senior housing in our Town.   
 
Councilor Copp said that this has been a roller coaster from the beginning. He has given more thought to this 
than any other item since he has been on the Council.  He understands Councilor Storey-King’s concerns.  When 
he visited the site last week, Mr. Chase happened to be there.  Mr. Chase welcomed him and offered to show him 
exactly where everything would be on the property.  Now that he has seen it, he realizes that the lot is much 
bigger than he had envisioned. He does not like that someone’s integrity is questioned. The Town Manager is an 
upstanding man in this community and has done phenomenal things for our Town.  David Chase is a top notch 
guy and everyone he talks to about David has nothing but good things to say about him.  He asked Planning 
Board Chairman, Steve Moriarty if the Planning Board felt that they were well informed about this project. 
 
Planning Board Chairman, Steve Moriarty of 34 Blanchard Road said that he cannot speak on behalf of the entire 
Planning Board, but he personally feels that he has been adequately informed as the project has progressed.  
 
Councilor Copp said that he did the math on 1.5 parking spaces for the entire project. That is approximately 242 
vehicles at an average of $500 per vehicle in excise tax equals $121,000 per year. Those additional tax dollars 
are a public benefit to this community, as is the additional housing for senior citizens that is being offered.  The 
additional sewer users will also help offset the cost for the other sewer user in Town, not to mention the 
additional in $30 million in tax revenue. He does not want to offend Councilor Storey-King and he respects her 
opinion, but he sees a lot of public benefit with this project.  
 
Chairman Bingham said that he also respects the opinion of every member of the Council and he has some 
trouble with anyone who questions the integrity of somebody who the Town has worked with for a long time, as 
well as indirectly questioning the integrity of the Town Manger. The Manger ultimately reports to the Council 
and generally he does nothing that has not been run by the Council first.  He also believes that there is a public 
benefit to this project, that being the need for rental housing in this community.  He is going to continue to 
support this project. 
 
Councilor Storey-King wanted to clarify one of Councilor Copp’s points, that it is her understanding that sewer 
hookup fees were being offered 2 to 1 on this project.   
 
Chairman Bingham asked for clarification on the number of parking spaces being allowed.  He said that he 
understands it being 1.5 spaces per unit with the option of increasing it to 2 spaces per unit, should circumstances 
warrant. 
 
Councilor Gruber said that he feels that the wording should say that the development should accommodate 200 
parking spaces if needed.  
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Town Manger Shane explained that the Council will be done with the Contract Zone Agreement amendment 
if they vote in favor of it this evening.  The condition attached to the CZA will be to accommodate the 
additional .50 parking spaces if the Town deems it necessary as the apartments are filled.  
 
Councilor Storey-King asked how many feet are the apartment buildings from the 100 foot right-of-way. 
 
Mr. Greer responded that it is roughly 30 feet.  
 
Councilor Storey-King asked how the required berm would fit into that space at the end of the parking lots. 
 
Mr. Greer responded the first parking lot has a rock face (approximately 4-5 feet) and the second lot evens 
off.   
 
Councilor Storey-King said that a berm is required in the Contract Zone Agreement. Her house is directly 
across 295 and she is concerned that headlights will shine in her windows if the berm is not high enough.  
She wants the public to be aware that she fact checked everything and it was not her intent to question 
anybody’s integrity.  She did not say a single thing that was untrue and it was all from her prospective.  She 
double and triple checked everything.  She also wants the public to know that 2 members of this Council 
refused to meet with her to discuss this.  It is very hard not to take it personally when those two people 
question her integrity.  Additionally, she has the utmost respect for the Town Manager and this has been 
very hard for her.  When she met with the Manager last week, his only response to her concerns was  
“I don’t know what to tell you”.  
 
Chairman Bingham responded by saying that he was one of the Councilors who did not feel it appropriate to 
meet one on one with Councilor Storey-King because he felt that it was something that the public could 
perceive as “inside baseball”.  Maybe that was wrong, but it did not feel right to him.   
 
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Copp, to amend the Contract Zone Agreement with 
Cumberland Foreside Village, LLC to include the rezoning of Tax Map R01/Lot 12A and revisions 
regarding the development of multiplex dwellings on Tax Map R01/Lots 11, 11A, 11B and 12A, as 
recommended by the Planning Board, to include 1.5 parking spaces per unit and reserve space sufficient to 
accommodate 2 parking spaces per unit.  
VOTE:  5-1 (Storey-King opposed)  MOTION PASSES 
 
 
16 – 049 To consider and act on a Temporary Victualer’s License for the Cumberland 
Congregational Church for an event on May 30, 2016. 
Chairman Bingham said that in full disclosure, he is a member of the Congregational Church. 
 
Town Manager Shane said that the Town has to approve all non-profit Victualer’s License applications.  
 
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Gruber, to approve the Temporary Victualer’s License for 
the Cumberland Congregational Church for an event on May 30, 2016. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
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16 – 050 To consider and act on authorizing a Credit Enhancement Agreement for FMC 
Development, LLC for a memory care facility to be located on Route One (50% of taxes for 
20 years or $500,000, whichever occurs first). 
Town Manger Shane explained that the TIF Committee reviewed this request last September and approved 
it at that time. The Finance Committee reviewed the proposal last week. This is consistent with the other 
businesses in the district and this will complete all the lots in the Route One North section of Route One.  
 
Councilor Gruber said that the Finance Committee supports the approval of this item.  
 
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Gruber, to authorize a Credit Enhancement Agreement 
for FMC Development, LLC for a memory care facility to be located on Route One (50% of taxes for 20 
years or $500,000, whichever occurs first). 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
 
16 – 051 To set a Public Hearing date of April 25th to consider and act on the adoption of the 
Knight’s Pond Preserve Management Plan. 
Motion by Councilor Turner, seconded by Councilor Gruber, to set a Public Hearing date of April 25th to 
consider and act on the adoption of the Knight’s Pond Preserve Management Plan. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
 
16 – 052 To set a Public Hearing date of April 25th to consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit 
for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club’s Dog Show to be held June 22nd – 25th from 8:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Cumberland Fairgrounds. 
Motion by Councilor Gruber, seconded by Councilor Copp, to set a Public Hearing date of April 25th to 
consider and act on a Mass Gathering Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club’s Dog Show to be held 
June 22nd – 25th from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the Cumberland Fairgrounds. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
 
 
V. NEW BUSINESS 
 
  Councilor Edes – None 
 
  Councilor Gruber – None 
 
  Councilor Storey-King – None 
 
  Councilor Turner – None 
 
Chairman Bingham – he noted the passing of Dick Mahany. Dick was a dedicated teacher at 
Greely Middle School.  He has been a loyal public servant in the Town of Cumberland.  
Condolences to his family.  
 
Councilor Copp – Bob Merrill passed away last week.  Bob was a good man. Condolences to Kathy 
and Tammy. 
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Adam Ogden, former Cumberland Public Works Director passed away recently. Condolences to 
Adam’s family. 
 
John Hager, a very close friend of his, suffered a massive heart attack in Florida. The outlook is not 
good for him.  His thoughts are with his family.   
 
 
VI. EXECUTIVE SESSION pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager evaluation. 
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Gruber, to recess to Executive Session pursuant 
to 1 M.R.S.A., § 405(6)(A) re: Town Manager evaluation. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS  
TIME:  9:08 P.M. 
 
Reconvene to regular session at 9:45 P.M.  
 
 
VII. ADJOURNMENT 
Motion by Councilor Copp, seconded by Councilor Edes to adjourn. 
VOTE:  6-0  UNANIMOUS 
TIME:   9:45 P.M. 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
 
 
 
Brenda L. Moore 
Council Secretary 
(Minutes prepared from tape. Not present at meeting) 
ITEM 
16-053 
To consider and act on authorizing the Town Manager to execute a 
contract with Whitney Tree Service to spray for Brown Tail Moth's 
on Route 88 provided that the majority of residents participate 
M E M O R A N D U M  
 
T O W N  O F  C U M B E R L A N D ,  M A I N E  
2 9 0  T U T T L E  R O A D  
C U M B E R L A N D ,  M A I N E  0 4 0 2 1  
T E L :  2 0 7 - 8 2 9 - 2 2 0 5   F A X :  8 2 9 - 2 2 2 4  
 
Office of the Town Manager, Town of Cumberland • 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021 
Telephone (207) 829-2205     Fax (207) 829-2224 
 
 
To:  Town Council  
From:  William R. Shane, Town Manager 
Date:  April 21, 2016 
Re: Brown Tail Moths  
 
 
I expect a large crowd for our Workshop at 6 PM regarding the Brown Tail moths. I have lined up the 
following speakers: 
 Terry Traver- Whitney Tree Service – Contractor 
 Dr. Lebelle Hicks, Toxicologist, ME Board of Pesticide Control 
 Charlene Donahue, Maine Forest Service Insect and Disease Laboratory 
 
My hope is that we will be able to secure permission from the majority of landowners along Route 88 
and along some of the side streets which are public roads. I am getting very positive feedback to date 
and hope Monday’s meeting will be informative and helpful in your decision making process. Brown 
tails will be here for the next 2-4 years unless another tree mold kills them like last time. They cause 
itching and respiratory issues and many of our residents in the late 1990’s to early 2000’s suffered  
greatly because of these critters.  
I have attached the Consent Letter and map of the “No Spray” area for your review. George will be 
chairing the meeting and he thought it may be best to televise the workshop so additional people can 
watch and ask questions of staff after meeting.  
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2016 Consent Form 
Town of Cumberland Aerial Insecticide Spray Application 
 
I have received notice that the Town of Cumberland intends to conduct a ground spray 
program from a tuck mounted sprayer of the insecticides TEMPO  during the month of 
May 2016 to control human health risk and nuisance exposures from the Brown Tail 
moth and Brown Tail moth caterpillar.  The notice contains information about the 
insecticide to by used and any public precautions which appear on the insecticide label, 
contact names for the Town of Cumberland and its insecticide applicator, the Maine 
Poison Control Center and the Maine Pesticides Control Board, a description and sketch 
of the target areas and dates of application, and an explanation of the intended purpose of 
the program. 
 
I understand that I may refuse consent to have the chemical, TEMPO  sprayed on my 
property by returning this form to the Cumberland Town Office, 290 Tuttle Rd. 
Cumberland, Me.  04021 with my refusal of consent indicated below. 
 
CONSENT 
 
 
I      of         
 
       hereby grant my consent to the Town of 
Cumberland, Maine for conduct of an aerial spray program over my property in the Town 
of Cumberland, Maine as described in the above referenced notice.  I understand that I 
may revoke my consent by timely (within 10 days of spraying) written notice to the 
Town of Cumberland. 
 
 
           
Signature       Date 
 
 
 
REFUSAL 
 
 
I      of         
 
       hereby refuse my consent to the Town of 
Cumberland, Maine for conduct of an aerial spray program over my property in the Town 
of Cumberland, Maine as described in the above referenced notice. 
 
           
Signature       Date 
 
Please note that failure to return this form on or before May 5, 2016 will be deemed to 
indicate your consent to the aerial spray program.  (Title 22, MRSA Section 1444).  
Returned forms postmark dated May 5, 2016 or earlier will be accepted. 
ITEM 
16-054 
To hear a report from the Finance Committee re: 
3rd Quarter Financials 
Town of Cumberland  
Fiscal Year 2016 
Q3 Revenues & Expenses 
General Fund  
Q3 Revenues & Expenditures 
 FY16 
Budget 
 FY16 
Actual FY16% FY15 %
TOTAL REVENUES 4,555,489$     3,660,434$     80.4% 74.3%
Controllable Expenses 7,381,649$       5,745,662$       77.8% 80.7%
Fixed Expenses 18,530,481$     14,556,993$     78.6% 78.2%
TOTAL EXPENSES 25,912,130$   20,302,655$   78.4% 78.9%
Q3 Selected Revenues 
 FY16 
Budget 
 FY16 
Actual FY16% FY15 %
Excise Tax 1,480,000$         1,341,785$         90.7% 85.2%
State Revenue Sharing 385,710$            308,338$            79.9% 76.6%
Permits & Impact Fees 158,000$            177,737$            112.5% 104.0%
EMS Billing 186,200$            166,037$            89.2% 82.1%
Recreation 715,468$            440,759$            61.6% 59.0%
Val Halla Golf Club 674,500$            388,668$            57.6% 56.9%
Q3 Selected Expenditures 
 FY16 
Budget 
 FY16 
Actual FY16% FY15 %
Police 1,257,423$         1,043,600$         83.0% 76.7%
Fire 885,161$            663,258$            74.9% 80.3%
Public Services 1,776,253$         1,305,220$         73.5% 78.1%
Val Halla Golf Club 703,356$            520,333$            74.0% 81.2%
Recreation 783,686$            616,836$            78.7% 89.4%
Legal 42,500$              34,889$              82.1% 136.2%
Abatements 20,000$              80,473$              402.4% 363.4%
% Variance to Average Expenditures 
-0.2% 
0.4% 
0.1% 0.3% 
-0.3% 
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Questions? 
ITEM 
16-055 
To hold a Public Hearing date to consider and act on the adoption 
of the Knight's Pond Preserve Management Plan 
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Introduction 
Tucked among the rolling hills and fields of Cumberland and North Yarmouth, Knight’s Pond 
Preserve is a natural treasure for many surrounding communities. At approximately 212 acres 
in size, Knight’s Pond Preserve is the largest undeveloped property in Cumberland and contains 
many natural resource values important to the region, including a 46 acre great pond, forested 
uplands, a ridgeline with views of Casco Bay, a network of connecting trails, unique natural 
community types, and critical wildlife habitat. It is a keystone parcel in a multi town recreational 
and conservation corridor and has been a conservation priority for the Towns of Cumberland 
and North Yarmouth for decades. 
 
Located less than 12 miles from downtown Portland and less than 1 mile from the Cumberland 
and North Yarmouth town centers, Knight's Pond Preserve is a magnificent natural area in an 
increasingly urbanized setting, providing refuge and tranquility for people and wildlife alike. 
Over the past 50 years, Knight's Pond has drawn local residents for impromptu hockey games 
and ice-skating in the winter months. More recently, an established trail network has helped 
Knight's Pond Preserve become a central component of a regional recreational corridor. Hikers, 
mountain bikers, snowmobilers, cross country skiers, and snowshoers all use this parcel as not 
only a destination place in itself, but also as a connection to a larger trail network. 
 
In addition to being a recreational asset to the community, Knight's Pond Preserve contains 
impressive ecological value considering its location in a rapidly developing area in Southern 
Maine. The Pond is designated as ecologically significant in state and federal assessments, and 
the upland areas on Blueberry Hill form part of a 1,600 acre undeveloped forest block containing 
a rare Oak-Hickory (Sl) natural community. For these reasons, Knight's Pond Preserve is 
identified as a conservation priority in multiple statewide, regional, and local conservation 
plans. 
  
The 212-acre preserve was owned by Rebecca Leland Swigget, who inherited the property from 
her parents Richard and Helen Knight. The Trust for Public Land, the Chebeague and 
Cumberland Land Trust, and the Royal River Conservation Trust, worked with the Town of 
Cumberland and Town of North Yarmouth, to purchase and preserve Knight’s Pond Preserve 
in October 2015.  
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Purpose of Management Plan 
At the direction of the Cumberland Town Council and North Yarmouth Board of Selectmen, the 
Joint Standing Committee was directed to establish a management plan. The Joint Standing 
Committee's primary focus was to provide guidance to the two towns regarding matters related to 
the management of this community resource by developing a management plan for the Knight’s 
Pond Preserve consistent with the conservation easements on the property. 
The purpose of the management plan is to incorporate the mission statement and stewardship 
principles into a living document that will be used as a guide by the citizens of the towns of 
Cumberland and North Yarmouth pertaining to the use, improvement, and preservation of 
Knight’s Pond Preserve. 
 
Knight’s Pond Preserve Mission Statement 
Knight’s Pond Preserve is a unique tract of land with natural beauty, diverse wildlife, and varied 
ecosystems that provides a variety of opportunities for outdoor recreation and scenic enjoyment for 
the public and shall remain forever in its natural and undeveloped forested state by being jointly 
managed by the Towns of Cumberland and North Yarmouth. 
 
Knight’s Pond Preserve Principles & Objectives 
1. The Joint Standing Committee shall: 
 report to the Cumberland Town Council and North Yarmouth Board of Selectmen.  
 propose an Annual Budget to the Cumberland Town Council and North Yarmouth Board 
of Selectmen. 
 provide an Annual Report to the Cumberland Town Council and North Yarmouth Board 
of Selectmen which outlines the progress made toward maintaining the Knight’s Pond 
Preserve Stewardship Principles, with copies to Chebeague & Cumberland Land Trust, 
Royal River Conservation Trust, and, once the funds come through from the state, to Land 
for Maine’s Future Program. 
 
2. The Joint Standing Committee endorses the maintenance of the preserve to assure its present 
undeveloped state and high quality habitat of the forest, pond, and associated ecosystems and 
will, within limits established by Cumberland Town Council and North Yarmouth Board of 
Selectmen, request the human and fiscal resources necessary to do so, consistent with the 
conservation easements.  
 
3. A Forest Management Plan may be created by a licensed forester, adopted, and updated at the 
direction of the Joint Standing Committee. 
 
4. Within the scope of the management plan, areas determined to be environmentally sensitive 
and vulnerable shall receive timely attention. 
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5. A network of trails including a new parking area off Greely Road Ext. may be built, maintained, 
and improved when approved by the Joint Standing Committee. 
 
6. The public is encouraged to participate in low impact outdoor recreation within the property's 
boundaries while respecting its natural environment.  
 
7. Community involvement in and educational use of the preserve for individuals or organizations 
shall be encouraged. 
 
8. A list of acceptable uses of the preserve will be created and incorporated into a "Use Policy" 
in the Management Plan. 
9. An informational brochure outlining the preserve’s environmental attributes, a map of trails 
and other related issues of interest may be published and maintained. 
10. The two previously existing buildings will be removed, replaced, and maintained in 
accordance with the Conservation Easement and the goals and objectives of the Joint Standing 
Committee. 
11. Future acquisition for connectivity is encouraged, and the Joint Standing Committee is 
agreeable to acquiring neighboring land. Future planning shall be coordinated between the two 
towns. 
12. The Joint Standing Committee will work cooperatively with Chebeague & Cumberland Land 
Trust and Royal River Conservation Trust to ensure ongoing compliance with the conservation 
easements on the property. 
13. When the Annual Budget is recommended by the Joint Standing Committee and approved 
by both towns, it will be shared 50:50 with the exception of the expenses related to the onsite 
dams. Town of Cumberland will be responsible for the dams’ maintenance and upkeep. 
14. Income from the Preserve will be held in a dedicated fund to be used for the exclusive 
benefit of Knight’s Pond Preserve outside of the normal budgeted items and approved by the 
Joint Standing Committee. 
15. Facility Request Applications for using the Preserve for an activity or event will be available 
at both town halls to be submitted in writing to either the Cumberland or North Yarmouth Town 
Manager at least three (3) weeks prior to the scheduled activity. The receiving Town Manager 
will notify the other Town Manager and the Joint Standing Committee to review and respond to 
the application within two (2) business days. The Town Manager(s) will sign off after careful 
review and may take follow-up actions as necessary, such as holding public hearings.  
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16. Volunteers for projects and work days are encouraged to submit completed application forms, 
available at both town halls, to the Cumberland or North Yarmouth Town Manager who will then 
notify the other Town Manager, the Joint Standing Committee, Chebeague & Cumberland Land 
Trust and Royal River Conservation Trust so they can review and respond to the application.  
Possible projects may include: 
 Put up interpretive and trail signage that enhances the public’s safety and enjoyment. 
 Maintain and improve trails. 
 Maintain and improve bridges associated with the dam. 
 Build an informational kiosk with a place for Preserve maps. 
 Monitor and manage invasive species.  
 Create sitting areas where views can be enjoyed and wildlife observed / photographed. 
 Control erosion to ensure trail safety and protect water quality. 
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 Location of Knight’s Pond Preserve 
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Description of Land & Natural Resources 
 
 
Knight's Pond Preserve has outstanding and unique natural resources and conservation value of local, 
regional, and statewide significance. The property supports critical wildlife habitat, wetlands of special 
significance, rare and endangered natural communities, large upland forest block, vernal pools, and 
serves as the headwaters to the East Branch Piscataqua River. 
 
Aquatic Resource Values 
Inland Wading Bird and Waterfowl Habitat 
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has designated Knight's Pond as high value 
Inland Wading Bird and Waterfowl. It stands out as one of the very few Inland Wading Bird and 
Waterfowl Habitats identified in the Lower Presumpscot River Watershed, which encompasses 12 
towns. This habitat type protects many types of ducks, geese, herons, egrets, ibis, and bitterns and also 
serves as an important migratory stop for many other kinds of birds and waterfowl. 
 
Rare and Declining Species of Birds and Fish 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service ranks Knights Pond Preserve as high value habitat (within top 25 
percent) for rare and declining species of birds and fish. The parcel not only provides Inland Wading 
Bird and Water Fowl Habitat, but also habitat for 33 U.S. F&W Service priority trust species. 
According to U.S. F&W Service, Knight's Pond Preserve has particularly high value habitat in 
comparison to the rest of Gulf of Maine watershed for 13 of those priority species - including 
American Bittern, Blue Heron, Pied-billed Grebe, Wood Ducks, Northern Goshawk, Red-Shouldered 
Hawk, Solitary Sandpiper, and many songbirds. 
 
Other wildlife using the Pond include; beaver (several beaver lodges are found on the property), 
muskrat, deer, turtles, and frogs. There is a deer wintering area designated on the Beginning with 
Habitat maps just across the street from Knight's Pond. 
 
Headwater Streams 
Several streams, which travel in different directions, exist on the property. Blueberry Hill is the rise of 
land between two watersheds - Presumpscot and Royal Rivers. The largest stream feeds Knight's Pond 
and then flows into the East Branch Piscataqua River, which supports a native brook trout and may 
support other native fish now that the Smelt dam has been removed in Falmouth creating passage for 
alewife, Atlantic salmon, herring and shad. U.S. F&W states that "Protecting upland habitat in the 
watershed helps protect water quality these fish rely on during various states of their lifecycle." Deer 
Brook flows on the northern side of the parcel to the Royal River. Both streams are designated as 
important for water quality and fish habitat in municipal comprehensive plans and regional planning 
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reports. A third stream flows down the western side of Blueberry Hill into two small ponds on the 
property and beyond. 
 
Wetland of Special Significance 
The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has designated Knight's Pond as a Wetland of 
Special Significance. The ranking reflects extremely high regional value and one point away from 
statewide significance due to its size, undeveloped shoreline, quality of wetlands, habitat values and 
uniqueness in Cumberland County. Kristen Puryear, of the Maine Natural Areas Program, visited the 
property on June 20, 2013 to conduct a site assessment. Ms. Puryear evaluated the ecological functions 
and values of the wetlands and pond, ranking the flow alteration, nutrient removal, production export, 
wildlife habitat, recreation, and educational/scientific value of Knight's Pond as being high value. 
 
Vernal Pools 
The Town of Cumberland worked with the University of Maine in 2009-2010 to map and inventory 
250 potential vernal pools. Six of those vernal pools are located on the Knight's Pond Preserve. Four 
of the six have been identified as biologically significant and were submitted to the State of Maine in 
2011 for official designation. The State has not made any decisions to date. Vernal pools provide 
habitat for breeding wood frogs, spotted salamanders and fairy shrimp, and serve as important areas 
for other species as well. 
 
Terrestrial Resource Values 
Beginning with Habitat - Large Forest Block 
The State of Maine Beginning with Habitat Program has mapped Knight's Pond Preserve as part of a 
larger 1,600 acre block of forest habitat. "Large blocks of forest provide core habitat blocks and 
habitat connections that facilitate species movements between blocks. Undeveloped habitat blocks 
provide relatively undisturbed habitat conditions required by many of Maine's species. Habitat 
connections provide necessary opportunities for wildlife to travel between preferred habitat types in 
search for food, water, and mates. Roads and development fragment habitat blocks and can be barriers 
to moving wildlife. By maintaining a network of interconnected blocks, towns and land trusts can 
protect a wide variety of Maine's species, both rare and common, to help ensure rich species diversity 
long into the future. Maintaining a network of these large rural open spaces also protects future 
opportunities for forestry, agriculture, and outdoor recreation." In rapidly developing southern Maine 
communities, forest blocks such as the one with Knight's Pond Preserve are becoming a scarce and 
critical resource. 
 
Forest Type - Red Oak-Northern Hardwoods-White Pine Forest 
Blueberry Hill includes 179 acres of forested upland of Red Oak-Northern Hardwoods-White Pine 
Forest. According to the Maine Natural Areas Program, Hemlock and White Pine are co-dominant 
along with a mix of hardwoods such as Red Oak, Red Maple and White Oak. Beech is also found. The 
forest is fairly mature. Old stonewalls are indicators of an agricultural past and some selective timber 
harvesting has occurred over the years. Before the option agreement, the property owner apparently 
was planning to conduct a large scale harvest (as indicated by recent blue blaze markings on trees). 
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The understory consists of wintergreen, Indian cucumber root, sessile-leaved bellwort, wild 
sarsaparilla and witch hazel. See the description of the rare Oak-Hickory community below. 
 
Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Natural Communities, Plants or Wildlife Habitat 
A rare Oak-Hickory (Sl) forest type has been identified on Blueberry Hill by the U.S. Forest Service 
and the Maine Natural Areas Program. This rare community type is restricted to the Southern part of 
the State and is characterized by a strong component of shagbark hickory mixed with oak. Its presence 
on Blueberry Hill adds to the uniqueness and diversity of the property. This habitat type is known to 
support a variety of wildlife and plants, including Ovenbird, Scarlet Tanager, Whip-poor-will, red-
winged sallow, southern flying squirrel, in addition to several species of wild Aster, Canada 
Mayflower, Wild Sarsaparilla, Whorled Loosestrife and Wild Oats. 
  
Spotted Wintergreen (S2), an endangered plant species in the State of Maine, has been identified on 
the southern portion of the property; however, several recent inspections have not resulted in locating 
the plant. According to the Maine Natural Areas Program, known wild populations of spotted 
wintergreen are rare and vulnerable and should be protected, if possible. 
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Historic Uses of the Land 
The rock underlying the glacial soils at Knight’s Pond Preserve has its own unique history. Over 300 
million years ago granitic magma forced its way into the existing rock in an area extending from 
Cumberland, westward to the New Hampshire border; an area greater than 700 square miles. Remnant 
rock with ties to a chain of volcanoes in an ancient ocean remains in the areas surrounding Knight’s 
Pond Preserve. When the glacier moved through costal Maine, it scoured and eroded these rocks. The 
thin layers of soil that covers the rock consists of ground up pieces of these underlying island arc and 
granitic rocks. 
 
Thirteen-thousand years ago the land of Knight’s Pond was covered with over a mile’s thickness of 
glacial ice. Beneath the immense weight of the ice, the land was depressed to elevations below sea 
level. Subsequent warming of the earth caused the ice to begin melting and as the weight of the ice 
was removed and the ground surface began to rebound. Over time, the rising land surface emerged 
from the ocean. Soil, trapped in the melting ice, settled, and mantled the rock over which the glacier 
had previously slid. For a short time, Knight’s Pond was a marine cove at the ocean’s edge, much like 
Back Cove in Portland. Ocean beach and shallow marine sand and gravel deposits can be found at the 
northern and southern ends of Knight’s Pond and the low lying areas around Blueberry Hill and 
Walnut Hill. As the land surface continued to rise and the ocean’s edge moved further eastward to its 
current location, the cove was cut-off from its marine environment, and the current landscape of 
Knight’s Pond had been formed. Over time, Knight’s Pond has filled with fine grained sediments from 
nearby hillslopes and thick deposits of peat. Manmade alterations to the landscape, particularly the 
construction of dam and berms have resulted in an increase in the size of Knight’s Pond, which now 
encompasses areas that have been previously forested.  
 
Stonewalls on the property indicate agricultural use of the land. Selective timber harvesting has 
occurred on the property over the years with the most recent cut completed in the mid-late 1990’s. 
 
The entire preserve (including the 50 acre North Yarmouth property) has been privately owned and 
undeveloped. Over time, Richard Knight acquired several properties to create the existing 
configuration. In the late 1950’s, Richard Knight built the impoundment to create the pond for wildlife 
habitat and recreational purposes. Mr. Knight encouraged Boy Scout troops and other youth groups to 
use the Property and explore the outdoors. Two rustic cabins and a privy were built near the pond for 
Boy Scout use, as well as a lean-to and privy on the western side of Blueberry Hill located near two 
small ponds. A dock used to be located on Knight’s Pond and also on the adjacent small pond by the 
dam. Mr. Knight encouraged neighbors and friends to come for ice skating parties in the wintertime 
and enjoy the outdoors. 
 
The preserve transferred to Mr. Knight’s daughter, Rebecca Leland Swiggett, upon Mr. Knight’s 
passing in 1998. After a community-wide campaign, the Towns of Cumberland and North Yarmouth 
purchased the property in October 2015 and granted a conservation easement to Chebeague & 
Cumberland Land Trust and Royal River Conservation Trust at the time of purchase.  
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Current & Prohibited Uses 
Knight’s Pond Preserve provides an ideal site for low impact outdoor recreation by the general public, 
educational activities, and natural resource management activities that do not adversely affect its 
important natural, ecological, and habitat values. Low impact recreation includes, but is not limited to, 
nature observation and study, hiking, running, biking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, ice skating, 
horseback riding, hunting, fishing, trapping, kayaking, canoeing and snowmobiling on designated 
trails.  
 
Knight’s Pond Preserve is open to the public during daylight hours only. In an effort to preserve the 
conservation values of the property, uses may be subject to change or suspension when overuse or 
negative impact to the preserve is identified. The list of current and prohibited uses is below: 
 
Current Acceptable Uses  
 •Walking, Running, Biking, and Hiking 
  •Horseback Riding 
  •Picnicking 
  •Nature Observation & Study  
•Educational Activities 
  •Canoeing & Kayaking  
  •Ice Skating & Hockey 
  •Cross-Country Skiing & Snowshoeing 
  •Snowmobiling on designated trails 
  •Fishing 
•Hunting & Trapping 
 
Prohibited Uses 
  •Fires, except when in designated fire pits authorized by the Joint Standing Committee 
•Fireworks, sparklers, firecrackers 
  •Use of unauthorized motor vehicles, motorized watercrafts, and ATV’s 
  •Littering or trash disposal; all users to carry out all refuse 
  •Except for maintenance of approved trails, cutting/removal of trees, brush, vegetation or 
  application of herbicides, pesticides, or fungicides without committee approval 
  •Construction or improvements without the approval of Joint Standing Committee, 
Cumberland & Chebeague Land Trust and Royal River Conservation Trust 
  •Defacement, injury, removal or destruction of fences, signs, gates or any other structure 
•The use, consumption or sale of alcoholic beverages, tobacco products or  
illegal drugs at Knight’s Pond Preserve is prohibited. 
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Management Matrix 
 
A. Current Acceptable Uses 
 
Current Use Potential Nature 
Conflict 
Potential Neighbor 
Conflict 
Management 
Activities 
Walking, Running, 
Biking, Hiking 
•Habitat disturbance 
•Tree carving 
•Erosion 
•Soil compaction 
•Sedimentation of 
streams, wetlands, and 
ponds. 
•Disturbance of 
solitude-seekers, 
littering 
•Trespassing onto 
private property 
•Evaluate condition of 
trails on a yearly basis. 
•Repair natural or 
human damage in a 
timely manner. 
•Develop limited 
number of trails 
including some loops. 
•Close trails to give the 
land time to recover, if 
necessary 
•Encourage users to 
stay on trails with trail 
markers and boundary 
signs. 
•Establish ‘Carry-
in/Carry-Out’ policy 
for litter management 
•Pick up after pets and 
abide by Maine’s leash 
laws. 
 
Horseback Riding •Soil erosion adjacent 
to trails 
•Sedimentation of 
streams and wetlands 
•Additional width may 
degrade trail edge 
•Nutrient loading from 
waste to streams, 
wetlands, and ponds 
•Waste left by horses 
in trails 
•Surprised encounters 
with walkers and other 
non-horse users 
•Develop guidelines 
for horseback use 
if/when the need 
arises, e.g. pick up 
waste near the water. 
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A. Current Acceptable Uses (cont.) 
 
Current Use Potential Nature 
Conflict 
Potential Neighbor 
Conflict 
Management 
Activities 
Picnicking •Soil compaction 
•Localized habitat 
disturbance 
•Over-collecting of 
wood in fire pit area 
•Forest Fire 
•Littering •Establish strict 
regulations regarding 
fire. 
•‘Carry-In’/‘Carry-
Out’ 
•No open fires; only in 
designated fire pits. 
Fishing, including ice 
fishing (commercial 
and recreational), 
Hunting & Trapping 
•Erosion of pond 
banks 
•Hunting could disturb 
the neighbors 
•Trespassing onto 
private property 
•Shared forest with 
hunters-warning signs 
posted 
•Subject to Maine 
IF&W laws 
•Shot guns only  
•No Sunday hunting 
allowed 
•Wear blaze orange 
when in forest 
•Post boundary areas 
with “You are leaving 
Knight’s Pond’ signs 
•Coordinate with ice 
fishermen to ensure 
safety of ice skaters. 
Educational Activities, 
Nature Observation & 
Study 
•Over-collecting 
•Minor habitat 
disturbance 
•Noise 
•Trail crowding 
•Discourage active 
collecting of live 
materials 
•Group sizes over 25 
require a permit 
Canoeing & Kayaking •Milfoil 
•Erosion of pond 
banks 
 •Signage to properly 
prevent milfoil 
•Designate a launch 
area 
Ice Skating & Hockey   (Warning signs are not 
needed on a great 
pond.) 
Cross-Country Skiing 
& Snowshoeing 
•Wildlife disturbance 
•Habitat disturbance 
•Trespassing beyond 
preserve boundaries 
•Encourage use of 
marked trails 
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A. Current Uses (cont.) 
 
Current Use Potential Nature 
Conflict 
Potential Neighbor 
Conflict 
Management 
Activities 
Snowmobiling on 
designated trails 
•Minor habitat 
disturbance 
•Noise  
•Trail crowding 
•Encounters with those 
seeking quieter forms 
of recreation 
•Limit to existing 
snowmobile trail 
•Post/maintain warning 
signs alerting skiers to 
snowmobiles and vice-
versa 
•Signage at entrance 
points directing 
snowmobiles to 
existing trails 
•Ongoing review for 
connectivity and 
subject to local 
agreements with local 
snowmobile club 
Blueberry Hill Scenic 
Viewsheds to Casco 
Bay and the White 
Mountains 
• Negative impact on 
rare hickory 
community 
•Removal of 
vegetative barrier to 
existing houses 
•Work with CCLT & 
RRCT to selectively 
cut viewshed corridors 
within the designated 
viewshed area while 
maintaining the 
hickory stand. 
•Consult with 
neighboring property 
owners prior to tree 
removal 
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B. Prohibited Uses 
Prohibited Use Potential Nature 
Conflict 
Potential Neighbor 
Conflict 
Management 
Activities 
Fires, fireworks, 
sparklers, firecrackers 
•Runaway fires 
•Disturbance of 
wildlife 
•Unwanted loud noise 
and odor  
•Accidental injury and 
property damage 
•Prohibition of use; 
fires only in designated 
fire pits. 
Use of unauthorized 
motor vehicles, 
motorized watercrafts, 
and ATV’s 
•Disturbance of 
wildlife and habitat 
•Unwanted noise 
•Accidental injury and 
property damage 
•Prohibited except in 
designated areas  
Littering or trash 
disposal 
•Soil compaction 
•Localized habitat 
disturbance 
•Forest Fire 
•Littering 
•Disturbance to users 
•‘Carry-In’/‘Carry-
Out’-all users to carry 
out all refuse. 
Cutting/Removal of 
trees, brush, or 
vegetation or 
application of 
herbicides, pesticides, 
or fungicides without 
Joint Standing 
Committee approval 
•Soil erosion 
•Impact to water 
quality 
•Disturbance of 
wildlife habitat 
 •Prohibited except for 
maintenance as 
approved by the Joint 
Standing Committee. 
Construction or 
improvements without 
the approval of Joint 
Standing Committee, 
Cumberland & 
Chebeague Land Trust, 
and Royal River 
Conservation Trust 
  •Prohibited except for 
construction or 
improvements as 
approved by the Joint 
Standing Committee, 
Cumberland & 
Chebeague Land Trust, 
and Royal River 
Conservation Trust 
Defacement, injury, 
removal or destruction 
of fences, signs, gates 
or any other structure 
  •Prohibited subject to 
law. 
Alcoholic beverages, 
tobacco products, 
illegal drugs 
  •Prohibited subject to 
law. 
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Exhibit A 
 
Legal Description of the Protected Property 
 
Description for a parcel of land at Knight’s Pond: (50.0 acres +/-) 
 
A certain lot or parcel of land together with the buildings thereon situated on the northeasterly side 
of Greely Road Extension, in the Town of Cumberland, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, 
bounded and described as follows: 
 
BEGINNING at a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at the westerly corner of 
land of Glenna L. Turner as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 15120 Page 
152 on the apparent northeasterly side of Greely Road Extension; 
 
THENCE from said point of beginning North 56 Degrees 10 Minutes 57 Seconds West by said 
road line and in part by stone wall, 591.19 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the 
ground at land of Barbara H. Frost as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 
21024 Page 185; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by blazed and 
orange painted line and in part by stone wall, 558.50 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 
set in a drill hole in a stone wall; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 03 Minutes 12 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by stone wall, 
316.98 feet to an angle point not monumented; 
 
THENCE North 33 Degrees 49 Minutes 11 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by stone wall, 
147.95 feet to an angle point not monumented; 
 
THENCE North 34 Degrees 58 Minutes 30 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by stone wall, 
812.73 feet to an angle point not monumented; 
 
THENCE North 36 Degrees 03 Minutes 43 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by stone wall, 
227.75 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in said stone wall; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Frost and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 554.57 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in ledge 
on the Town Line between the Towns of Cumberland and North Yarmouth; 
 
THENCE South 55 Degrees 39 Minutes 48 Seconds East by said Town Line and by other land of 
this grantor, 911.75 feet to an angle point not monumented in Knights Pond at land of John W. 
Paynter as recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 20996 Page 303; 
 
THENCE South 30 Degrees 57 Minutes 44 Seconds West across Knights Pond and by said land of 
Paynter, 1313.85 feet to an angle point not monumented; 
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THENCE South 52 Degrees 05 Minutes 40 Seconds East by said land of Paynter, 82.50 feet to an 
angle point not monumented; 
 
THENCE South 37 Degrees 54 Minutes 20 Seconds West by said land of Paynter, 40.45 feet to a 
3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course South 37 Degrees 54 Minutes 20 Seconds West in part by 
said land of Paynter and in part by land of Glenna L. Turner as recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds Book 15120 Page 152 and by blazed and orange painted line, 292.55 feet to a sign 
iron found set in concrete at land of Gary D. Turner as recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds Book 11530 Page 65; 
 
THENCE North 33 Degrees 44 Minutes 40 Seconds West by said land of Turner and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 444.65 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE South 39 Degrees 38 Minutes 07 Seconds West by said land of Turner and running 1 
foot more or less southeasterly of a wire fence, 499.20 feet to a 1 1/2” iron pipe found set in the 
ground at land of Glenna L. Turner as referenced above; 
 
THENCE South 37 Degrees 20 Minutes 17 Seconds West by said land of Turner, 633.56 feet to the 
point of beginning. 
 
The above described parcel of land containing 50.0 acres more or less, is a portion of the premises 
conveyed to this grantor as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 14748 Page 
322. 
 
The courses, observations and distances as herein used are the result of an “Update to a Standard 
Boundary Survey, Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Plan Book 196 Page 395, Showing Land 
of Rebecca L. Swiggett for The Trust for Public Land, Greeley Road Extension & Pleasant Valley 
Road, Cumberland & North Yarmouth, Maine”, plan dated August 26, 2013 and revised June 3, 
2014 by Belding Survey, LLC, P.L.S. Me #2495 to which reference is made for further information. 
 
 
Description for a parcel of land at Blueberry Hill: (113.2 acres +/-) 
 
A certain lot or parcel of land together with the buildings thereon situated on the northeasterly side 
of Greely Road Extension and Pleasant Valley Road, in the Town of Cumberland, County of 
Cumberland and State of Maine, bounded and described as follows: 
 
BEGINNING at a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in a stone wall 
intersection at the westerly corner land of G. Keith Savage and Mandie Savage as recorded in 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 23336 Page 49 on the apparent northeasterly side of 
Greely Road Extension (unimproved section);  
 
THENCE from said point of beginning North 55 Degrees 58 Minutes 22 Seconds West by said 
apparent road line (unimproved section) and in part by stone wall, 639.76 feet to a 1/2” iron rod 
with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in a stone wall corner at land of Robert J. Poor & Darcey L. 
McGinty as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 15883 Page 221; 
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THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Poor & McGinty, and by 
blazed and orange painted line, 660.00 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill 
hole in ledge; 
 
THENCE North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West in part by said land of Poor & McGinty 
in part by land of David W. Abel & Amy J. Abel as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds Book 23710 Page 147 and in part by land of Eric R. Humes as recorded in Cumberland 
County Registry of Deeds Book 30828 Page 22 and by blazed and orange painted line, 1010.96 feet 
to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE South 33 Degrees 48 Minutes 04 Seconds West by said land of Humes and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 659.86 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground on the 
apparent northeasterly side of Pleasant Valley Road; 
 
THENCE North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West by said apparent road line, 31.45 feet to a 
3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of Jaime M. Roche as recorded in 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 28180 Page 65; 
 
THENCE North 33 Degrees 48 Minutes 04 Seconds East by said land of Roche and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 300.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West by said land of Roche and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 181.86 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of 
Mary O. Weir as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 25886 Page 54; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Weir and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 359.93 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West by said land of Weir and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 462.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Weir and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 330.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of 
Fred T. Kinney as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 3675 Page 247; 
 
THENCE South 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds East by said land of Kinney and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 598.58 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course South 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds East by said land 
of Kinney and by blazed and orange painted line, 1079.89 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. 
#1093 set in the ground; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East in part by said land of Kinney and in part 
by land now or formerly of James P. Shaw, see Cumberland County Probate #90-334, and by blazed 
and orange painted line, 330.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground; 
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THENCE North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West by said land now or formerly of Shaw 
and by blazed and orange painted line, 998.66 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in 
the ground; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course North 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds West by said land 
now or formerly of Shaw and by blazed and orange painted line, 679.81 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with 
cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of Mary O. Weir as referenced above; 
  
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Weir and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 475.20 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of  
the Wyman Trust as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 8273 Page 124; 
 
THENCE South 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds East by said land of the Wyman Trust and by 
blazed and orange painted line, 605.39 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the 
ground; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course South 56 Degrees 11 Minutes 56 Seconds East by said land 
of the Wyman Trust and by blazed and orange painted line, 1073.08 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap 
P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in ledge; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of the Wyman Trust and by 
blazed and orange painted line, 321.03 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the 
ground; 
 
THENCE North 54 Degrees 57 Minutes 53 Seconds West by said land of the Wyman Trust and by 
blazed and orange painted line, 1241.99 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the 
ground; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course North 54 Degrees 57 Minutes 53 Seconds West by said land 
of the Wyman Trust and by blazed and orange painted line, 436.08 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap 
P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of Mary O. Weir as referenced above; 
 
THENCE North 35 Degrees 02 Minutes 33 Seconds East by said land of Weir and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 528.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground at land of  
Ronald W. Benner & Jean M. Gallant as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 
26552 Page 290; 
 
THENCE South 54 Degrees 57 Minutes 53 Seconds East in part by said land of Benner and Gallant 
and in part by land of the U.S.A. Federal Aviation Administration as recorded in Cumberland 
County Registry of Deeds Book 11567 Page 337 and by blazed and orange painted line, 2348.33 feet 
to a granite monument inscribed “C” & “NY” on the Town Line between the towns of Cumberland 
and North Yarmouth and on the northwesterly side of the “Old Range Road”, so called; 
 
THENCE continuing the same course South 54 Degrees 57 Minutes 53 Seconds East by said land 
of U.S.A F.A.A and by said Town Line, 32.01 feet to a 5/8” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1252 found 
set in the ground in the centerline of the “Old Range Road” (presumed abandoned); 
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THENCE South 55 degrees 42 minutes 24 seconds East by said Town Line and by other land of 
this grantor, 531.94 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a ring of stones at land of 
Barbara H. Frost as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 21024 Page 185; 
 
THENCE South 35 Degrees 05 Minutes 30 Seconds West by said land of Frost and by blazed and 
orange painted line, 1308.76 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a ring of stones at 
land of Donald G. Hawkins & Lynn M. Hawkins as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds Book 6734 Page 86;  
 
THENCE North 56 Degrees 35 Minutes 11 Seconds West by said land of Hawkins and by blazed 
and orange painted line, 222.53 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in a 
boulder in a ring of stones at land of Theo D. Bosarge, III & Nicole L. Bosarge as recorded in 
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 24511 Page 246;  
  
THENCE North 56 Degrees 39 Minutes 45 Seconds West by said land of Bosarge and by blazed 
and orange line, 210.00 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in the ground in a gap in a 
stone wall;  
 
THENCE South 35 Degrees 10 Minutes 54 Seconds West by said land of Bosarge and by stone 
wall, 915.60 feet to a 1/2” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 set in a drill hole in a stone wall 
intersection; 
 
THENCE North 54 Degrees 31 Minutes 01 Seconds West in part by said land of Bosarge and in 
part by land of G. Keith Savage and Mandie Savage as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of 
Deeds Book 23336 Page 49 and by stone wall, 165.14 feet to a 3/4” iron rod with cap P.L.S. #1093 
set in a stone wall corner; 
 
THENCE South 34 Degrees 08 Minutes 49 Seconds West by said land of Savage and by stone wall, 
404.32 feet to the point of beginning.  
 
The above described parcel of land containing 113.2 acres more or less, is a portion of the premises 
conveyed to this grantor as recorded in Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Book 14748 Page 
322. 
 
The courses, observations and distances as herein used are the result of an “Update to a Standard 
Boundary Survey, Cumberland County Registry of Deeds Plan Book 196 Page 395, Showing Land 
of Rebecca L. Swiggett for The Trust for Public Land, Greeley Road Extension & Pleasant Valley 
Road, Cumberland & North Yarmouth, Maine”, plan dated August 26, 2013 and revised June 3, 
2014 by Belding Survey, LLC, P.L.S. Me #2495 to which reference is made for further information. 
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EXHIBIT B 
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EXHIBIT C 
Knight’s Pond and Blueberry Hill Map 
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EXHIBIT E 
Notice of Grant Requirements 
 
The TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, a duly organized Maine municipal corporation, located 
and operating in Cumberland County, Maine and having an office at 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, 
ME 04021 is the owner of a parcel of land of approximately 163 acres on Greely Road Extension in 
Cumberland, Maine being described in a deed from The Trust for Public Land to the Town of 
Cumberland dated                       , 2015 and recorded in the Cumberland County 
Registry of Deeds in Book            , Page           ; and more particularly described in Exhibit A and 
depicted in the plan entitled “Update to a Standard Boundary Survey, Cumberland County Registry 
of Deeds Plan Book 196 Page 395, Showing Land of Rebecca L. Swiggett for The Trust for Public 
Land, Greeley Road Extension & Pleasant Valley Road, Cumberland & North Yarmouth, Maine”, 
plan dated August 26, 2013 and revised June 3, 2014 by Belding Survey, LLC, P.L.S. Me #2495  
(Exhibit B), and maps (Exhibit C and D) attached hereto and made part hereof (hereinafter referred 
to as the “Property”, and in the Conservation Easement as the “Protected Property”). 
 
The TOWN OF CUMBERLAND acquired the Property from The Trust for Public Land, 
whose own acquisition was funded, in part, with North American Wetlands Conservation Act funds 
pursuant to a Grant Agreement between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the The Trust for 
Public Land, dated June 1, 2015, Agreement Number: F15AP00467 (the “Grant Agreement”), a 
copy of which is kept at the Division of Bird Habitat Conservation (DBHC), U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, 1849 C Street, NW, Washington, DC 20240 and at the office of the Town of Cumberland at 
290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021. 
 
The Property was conserved in order to preserve in perpetuity the unique and undeveloped 
character of the Property and to protect the high quality habitat of the forest, pond and associated 
ecosystems, while also providing a variety of opportunities for outdoor recreation and scenic 
enjoyment for the general public. 
 
The Town of Cumberland hereby agrees to assume the obligations of the recipient under the 
Grant Agreement and to be bound by the terms of the Grant Agreement, as if said town were a 
signatory to such agreement, as such terms relate to the Property, including the obligation to ensure 
the long term conservation of the Property and to obtain the consent of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service DBHC prior to the conveyance or encumbrance of any interest therein. 
 
The terms of this Notice shall be binding upon the Town of Cumberland and its designees 
and successors. 
 
 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Town of Cumberland has caused its acknowledgement and 
seal to be hereto affixed and these presents to be signed by William R. Shane, its Town Manager in its 
name and on its behalf this _____day of _______________, 2015. 
 
      TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 
 
 
______________________________  ___________________________________ 
Witness     William R. Shane, Town Manager 
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STATE OF MAINE 
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND, ss  ______________________________, 2015 
 
Personally appeared the above named, William R. Shane, Town Manager of the TOWN OF 
CUMBERLAND, and acknowledged the foregoing instrument to be his free act and deed in his said 
capacity and the free act and deed of the TOWN OF CUMBERLAND. 
 
    
   Before Me, ____________________________________ 
     Notary Public/Attorney at Law 
 
 
     ____________________________________ 
     Print Name of Notary 
 
 
     My commission expires:__________________ 
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EXHIBIT F 
Engineer Plans - Water Levels at Knight’s Pond 
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ITEM 
16-056 
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering 
Permit for the Penobscot Valley Kennel Club's Dog Show to be 
held June 22nd - 25th from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. at the 
Cumberland Fairgrounds 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 
Publication Oates :. _______ _ 
Publication Names:. _ _____ _ 
Date Filed:. ________ _ 
Fee Received:. _ _______ _ 
Date Ordinance Received :. _____ _ 
Issued:. _________ _ 
Denied:. _________ _ 
Mass Gathering Application-Minor Large Outdoor Event 
(500-4,999 persons) 
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event. 
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.00. 
Name of Applicant: £_.,__ h{) b :;_ ,;,,,_ ./- ;/;:,, IJ 7 1<~ ,,,,/ c/ '< /, 
AddressofApplicant: f 0 B~ 36¥ f3rfi<~t m e 04<-f/7/ 
Name of Event: Do f Sht>W - ~/9--?i k uf-
Facility where the event wi ll be held: e~ 'Jcu, y t~ £ ~pt/; Cm £t- n els-
Is the facility owned by the applicant: yes; V no, (if no, attach a copy of the contract with 
5 
The owner which allows use of property) 
Name of promoter (if different from above): .Ata h C 'f 0"1 '1 ( G / 5 
Te lephone number: Ab 7- ~ '-/3 - {, 3 ~ ?./ 
Date of Event: J;,, n ~ ZA Z ~?dft Mime (start and finish times): ? H t"1 - 7 (J, frt 
Number of tickets available: _ ______ _ 
!)'PO - /Oat:> - /111 ~ 5" 4 a-ys 
Description of event:.___,.f'--'-rp-=-_h_....;;:;Yi....:;.."/__.,b:.......L..n'-"9="'+-/_L'"""D,..c;......lo.c;.....:7--'S:.:...... .... h'--'o"-~=----­
~ a~n--e__ 2-~-~-Z-~--z..-r-
Expected attendance: 
Wi ll any food vendors be serving at t he event: ~ yes, no, (if yes, how many, and 
what types) £4 f GY v r - 5' f -r::rl- -r:: Foo j Vf<.=t, dt>r'f b .--C, 
/ 
Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? yes, ~if yes, list name and attach 
A copy of the vendors license to se ll alcohol, describe what alcoho l will be served) _ __ _ 
Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being 
proposed. Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or 
organization. 
i._~~-=-D~l~S:.1----_-=;-_t:..£-._n_-<-..-_____________ ~ 
2. __ J-o __ l_y ___ :J_-_'<-_n_-e__... ____________ _ 
3. _ ___.~----~/ ...... 3 __ _,.;o,,___u ___ 0_......e.-____________ _ 
Descript ion of facility: 
A. Seating capacity: 700 .-/- permanent; _____ temporary 
B. Other seating capacity:_' ____ festival; _____ standing room on ly (sq. ft.) 
C. Number of toi lets avai lable: ___ tf......__ _ permanent; __ Li=_._ _ portable 
D. Number of parking spaces available: Soo on-site; _____ off-site 
E. Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours: f/'yes; 
____ no, if no, which lots are not lighted _____________ _ 
F. Source of potable water:_---#-e--'u'-'--"--b_./'--. ,_I \--'C-=---------------
G. -:r--- ' I Refuse containers available, number and size: JV' 1 q_ n / O C. -/o yd.r 
H. Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse) 
·~ \ . 
..t-,Y-19Qlb 
Publ ic Safety: 
J. Describe first aid facilities: 'j) '77 S' 4 o CIJ CJ-J !' k ./( f= l C ~ ~ y/ 4-PJ. c/ C ~ /rt.~ 
l. 
M. Number of certified police officers: (7 h. Gg. I/ .e=n. zy 
N. Other security personnel (include company name and qualification): ______ _ 
0. Describe fire personnel: ___ &t'A;;~---~-v_Z% _ d_. _ _,.£~'-· -~----L"&p---'""'..,,.n...._._C: _ 
Other: 
P. Nameofliabilityinsurance ~v-!-,'+,'~ w,' tl k Pav;J<--J 
Amount of coverage l;aoa, a oo ; amount of property insurance ____ _ 
Q. Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit) 
~vrUJrLs 
.p----j~.c=~-===---"-_:__.:;__;_;_ 
rized Signat~re f ()_ () I e f-~S ';' d_eAi -fV V'" IJ ~r. o bJa-
on _____________ (date), I received a copy oft e Cumberland Mass Gathering 
Ord inance. 
Authorized Signature 
ITEM 
16-057 
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering 
Permit for the Cumberland Girls Round Robin Lacrosse 
Tournament to be held at Twin Brook on 
May 14th from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
To: 
From: 
Re: 
Date: 
William Shane, Town Manager 
Tammy O'Donnell, Town Clerk 
Cumberland Girls Youth Lacrosse Jamboree Mass Gathering Permit for Twin 
Brook Facility, May 14, 2016 
April 19, 2016 
I will hold a meeting at 3:00 p.m .. , Tuesday, April 19, 2016, with Mr. Johnathan Becker, 
Representative for Youth Lacrosse, Peter Bingham, Recreation Program Director, Interim Police 
Chief Calder, and Deputy Fire Chief Bernier. 
I will review in detail the requirements of the Mass Gathering Ordinance. There will be a 
$75.00 field set up fee for each field used, inclusive of paint fees. I will break down each of the 
additional requirements individually. 
•The contact person for this event is Mr. Johnathan Becker. He can be reached at 347-9476. 
•This event is sponsored by Cumberland Youth Lacrosse. 
•The event will run from 8:00 a.m. to 6 p.m., with a rain date of May 15, 2016. 
•A Certificate of Liability Insurance Form is attached. 
•There will be approximately 48 teams, with an estimated 600 players and spectators. 
•The concession stand will be open and run by the Lacrosse Boosters Club. 
•Refuse containers will be available at the site. There are a sufficient number at the site now to 
handle this event. Event staff will monitor trash and empty as needed and at the close of the 
event. 
•All transportation to the event will be via personal vehicles; no buses will transport 
participants. Eight volunteers will be assigned. The new Twin Brook parking fee will be in place 
for this event. The fee is $2.00 per vehicle. 
• There will be one Police Officer on duty for this event. The Police Chief will review this on a 
yearly basis. There will be 3 recreation staff employees on duty as well. 
•There will be a dedicated EMT and paramedic on site with an ambulance. 
•The organizers will provide two ways radios and cell phones for communication between 
parking attendants and personnel. 
I believe that we have covered the requirements for the Mass Gathering Permit and I am 
confidant that the Cumberland/ North Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse group will have another 
successful Jamboree. 
Approximate costs for this event will be: 
$ 325.00 Police Coverage 
$ 375.00 Field Set up fee 
$ 124.00 Municipal Staff Day of the event 
$ 485.00 EMS Coverage 
$ 250.00 Mass Gathering fee 
$1,300.00 Vehicle fee (650 x $2.00) 
$2,859.00 Total 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 
Publication Oa tes: _______ _ 
Publication Names: _____ __ _ 
Oate Filed: _________ _ 
Fee Received:. _ _______ _ 
Date Ordinance Received: _____ _ 
Issued: ____ ______ _ 
Denied: __________ _ 
Mass Gathering Application-Minor Large Outdoor Event 
(500-4,999 persons) 
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event. 
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.00. 
Cumberland/North Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse Name of Applicant: _________________________ _ 
Address of Applicant: __ 6_6_s_ch_o_o_n_e_r _R_id_g_e_R_d_. _c_u_m_b_e_rl_a_nd_ F_or_e_s_id_e_. _M_E_0_4_1_1_0 ___ _ 
Na me of Event: ____ c_um_b_er_la_n_d_G_i_rl_s_R_o_u_nd_ R_o_b_in_L_a_c_ro_s_s_e_T_o_u_rn_a_m_e_n_t ____ _ 
Twin Brook Facil ity where the event will be held: ___________________ _ 
Is the facility owned by the applicant: ___ yes; _x __ no, (if no, at tach a copy of the contract wi th 
The owner which allows use of property) 
Name of promoter (if different from above}: _____ _ __________ _ 
Telephone number: ___ 20_7_-_34_7_-_94_7_6 _________________ _ 
Date of Event: ___ M_a_Y_1_4_th __ (r_ai_n_1_5_th_) Time (start and finish times}: __ 8A_M_-5_P_M __ _ 
Number of tickets availab le: _______ _ 
Expected attendance: _ _ 3_o_o _______ _ 
Description of event :_. _ _ F_ie_ld_L_a_c_ro_s_s_e_g_a_m_e_s_a_t _T_w_in_B_r_o_o_k _____ _____ _ 
x Will any food vendors be serving at the event: ___ yes, _____ no, (if yes, how many, and 
what types) ____________________ _______ _ 
Greely Lacrosse Boosters will be selling food from shed 
Wi ll any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? yes, X no (if yes, list name and attach 
A copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe what alcohol will be served) _ __ _ 
Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being 
proposed. Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or 
organization. 
Boys Lacrosse Jamboree 2015 1. _______________________________ _ 
Girls Round Robin Lacrosse 2015 2. _______________________________ ~ 
3. ____ Bo_y~s_L_a_c_ro_s_s_e_J_a_m_b_o_re_e_2_0_1_4 __________________ _ 
Description of facility: 
A. 500 Seating capacity: _____ permanent; _ ____ temporary 
B. Other seating capacity: _____ festival; _____ standing room only (sq. ft.) 
c. Number of toilets available: __ 4 _ _ _ permanent; ____ portable 
D. 500 Number of parking spaces ava ilable: _____ on-site; _____ off-site 
E. Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours: ____ yes; 
X no, if no, which lots are not lighted no lots are lighted 
F. Source of potable water: ___ a_t_s_h_e_d _ ______________ _ 
G. Refuse containers available, number and size: __ 10_t_h_ro_u_g_h_o_ut_f_a_ci_lit_Y _____ _ 
H. Name of refuse disposal company (attach a copy of the agreement to pick up refuse) 
I. 
Day of tournament after all games are played. When will refuse be picked up? __________________ _ 
Public Safety: 
J. Describe first aid facilities: ___ T_o_w_n_E_M_ T_s _w_il_I b_e_o_n_s_it_e _________ _ 
K. Describe emergency facilities: ___________________ _ 
L. Describe communication facilit ies: ________ _ ____ _ ___ _ 
M. Number of certified police officers: ___ 2_ ______________ _ 
N. Other security personnel (include company name and qualification): North Yarmouth 
Fire Dept will offer Parking assistance 
0 . Describe fire personnel: _ ____________________ _ 
Other: 
P. Name of liability insurance~ __ M_a_rk_e_l_ln_s_u_ra_n_c_e _ ____ _______ _ 
Amount of coverage $1mm ; amount of property insurance 
-----
Q. Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit) 
Jonathan Becker 
Authorized Signature 
On _____________ ( date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass Gathering 
Ordinance. 
Authorized Signature 
I certify that the team, league, or event on whose behalf I am 
requesting this certificate mandates 100% membership in US 
Lacrosse. In addition, I have verified our team's or league's events 
roster and all participants are currently registered members of US 
Lacrosse. I certify that this is true and I understand that liability 
coverage is only extended to our team. league, or event if all 
participants are current members of US Lacrosse. Further, I 
acknowledge by clicking on this box that event liability claims may be 
denied for coverage if our team/league/event is not 100% registered 
with US Lacrosse. 
Name: Jonathan Becker 
Organization: CumberlandNorth Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse/ Maine 
Chapter 
Date: 01/29/2016 
CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE tMM/DDfYYYYJ 01129/2016 
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATIER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOE S NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONALINSUREO, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject 
to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer 
rights to the certifi cate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s). 
PRODUCER ~HT ACT llAME: BCLUNGER. Inc. PHOltf I FAX 150 ~FK PARl<.vVAY. 4Ti-I FLOOR IA!C. Uo E<U'. 8004::6·5311 It.IC 110 :: 973·921 ·2876 
PO Box 390 E·MA.l 
SHORT HILLS. NJ 070i8 ADDR<:>S: 
PHOHE· t-B::HJ.<4t>-E21 t FAX: 37'.?o·Sc1 ·2!l7e IM SURERlSl AFFORDING COVERAGE f.IAIC • JUURERA: J.tarkel lnsurancr Company J.-~7:\ 
INSURED fl$URER6: 
US Lacrosse., lnc. fUURERC: 
113 \Vest University Pai·bvay 
Balt imore i\-ID 2-1210 IHURER D'. 
Re: Cumberlan<L'\'onh Yannouth Youth Lacrosse, .\faine Chapter .ruuru:1u: 
IUUR.ERF: 
COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER: 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT TffE FOU::IES OF INSURAN::E LISTED !!ELO'vV HAVE EEEN ISSUED TO THE IMSUREC N.".l.'ED AEOV!': F:'.)R TH: ?C,1::::Y "ERIOC INCl::::."TEC 
1,::::wvlTHSTANDIMG """ y RECUIREIJENT, TERI! OR ::cNOiTICN ::::F ANY ::miTRACT :JR OTHi:R DO:'.'.lJl.'EI, T WITP RESPECT TC \•lihr::P Tl-% ::::::RTIFICATE l.'.".Y == ISSt. ::c 
:::;R VAY PERTAIN, THE INSUR;..NCE ;.,FFORCEC SY Tl-E FOLICIE c::s::::RIEED hEREIN IS sue.;: er TO"-- THE TER'.'S. a::;_us1or-.s /..ND ::ONDITICNS OF su:::: ... 
"'0-1::1:s . • IVITS SP()v"/N 11.t..Y h;.NE s::::N REDUCEC SY "AID CLAl\.!S. 
fUR 
LTR 
TYPE OF ll·ISURAllCE 
GEUERAL LIABILITY 
A x ::::ov~1 ERCIAl GENERA• t.1.:. SILITY 
= D CLAl l.'S-~·.i..o: ~ o::cuR 
X Psrticip.sn~ Lisi;. 
f--
0:1,,, AGGREG/..TE ll>llT ,•.!""dES PER: 
DF::::t.ICY DPR:>- IYl -O:::: JECT CJ 
AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY 
- ANYAlJTO 
- P.l _ OWN:D - s::::HEOU_:;o 
- AHUIRr;C::.ALIT:-Oc - .4,UTOS 
= -- r,or,.oWNED 
-
_AUTOS 
i UMBRELLA LIAB tJ OCCUR 
.0. E>:CESS LIAS C-"· f.'S· 
VA-= 
- DEC n RETENTION$ -· 
AODL IUBR POLICY HUMBER POl CY EfF POL.CY ~.X? LIMITS 
.IUR VWO JMMIOOtfYVYI lllll/DCl'Yl'l'Yf 
:A>/A~"E TO~!:'.\ T~::> 
S502AH.a~13.es 01/01/2016 01.0F2.017 l-~-'-R~!:!::_·' .:;S?:::S'°",::::1.:;o)::::;;•::;,;',...:..· •:.:::'.l&,_' -----!------! 
!.'!:!) ~~ tA'1'HY~O?rro~i 5.5,~·~ 
S=-.xu;l..;b.;-:.B,a u~~st.;ljjjrt Lao per ..,o~ .. r":n.,-:.: -5\i:''Xi,::) 
Sex1,i;1I Ab~i~ <,. Vv'~$l41-on .J..ggfe;31e ;rr i: $2,1):-j, j)~ 
d602AH221370 01 /01!2016 01101 i2017 i..:.'~.;.::;;.::.~..::"=:.:::''-'~-c..::' "'----------!--~ l.,;;.,,_·~_.;: _.: '_":--! 
WORKERS COMPEf.ISATIOU 
MIO EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY 
A';Y""O'":TO'i..?-'.'U\!:'i..'::X:::Co.iT'.•'!: 
o~~ ::;;E~.:>.':..vs.:.R. £X:o ..... J~~, 
(Mandatory in JIH) 
Y l tl NIA I WCS'T'AT.> 
lro"ntns I 1~~--
1','e:O ~.;.,rb?u~rJESC,-:rro\o~ 
0"£'-<ATO~Stl9'1N 
A !Accident Medical 
Catastrophic Ace 
D 
l 102AH02S220 
l·102AH305.S82 
01/0112016 01 /01/2017 IAoddenl Limit S 100,000 
01101/20 '1€ 01/01/2017 ::::atawophoc Limit: S.1 ,:>00,:>00 
DESCRIPTIOll OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS J VEHICLES (P.ttach ACORD t()t , Additional Remarks Scheduli, if more space is required) 
Coverage applies to teamsileagues comprised of 100~'1 US Lacrosse members pJrtir.ipants during scheduled and Sllpervised LaorosH'.:ictivities .. 
CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATJOll 
SHOULD AJIY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CAllCELLED 
: own of Cumberland 
BEFORE THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED lfl 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS. 
l Cwi1berla.nd Center 
Cumberland, ~·fE 0-1l02 ~ AUTHORIZED REPRESEMTATl'IE 
© 19SS·2010 ACORD ::ORPORATl::>I, A lf tight> reserv~c 
ACORD2!: (2.~10i0~o) The ACORD nsmr: sno lc.gc s<e reqisle1eo msN.; o f ACORC 
ITEM 
16-058 
To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Mass Gathering 
Permit for the Cumberland Boys Jamboree Lacrosse Tournament 
to be held at Twin Brook on June 11th from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
To: 
From: 
Re: 
Date: 
William Shane, Town Manager 
Tammy O'Donnell, Town Clerk 
Cumberland Boys Youth Lacrosse Jamboree Mass Gathering Permit for Twin 
Brook Facility, June 11, 2016 
April 19, 2016 
I will hold a meeting at 3:00 p.m .. , Tuesday, April 19, 2016, with Mr. Johnathan Becker, 
Representative for Youth Lacrosse, Peter Bingham, Recreation Program Director, Interim Police 
Chief Calder, and Deputy Fire Chief Bernier. 
I will review in detail the requirements of the Mass Gathering Ordinance. There will be a 
$75.00 field set up fee for each field used, inclusive of paint fees. I will break down each of the 
additional requirements individually. 
•The contact person for this event is Mr. Johnathan Becker. He can be reached at 347-9476. 
•This event is sponsored by Cumberland Youth Lacrosse. 
•The event will run from 8:00 a.m. to 6 p.m., with a rain date of June 12, 2016. 
•A Certificate of Liability Insurance Form is attached. 
•There will be approximately 72 teams, with an estimated 850 players and spectators. 
•The concession stand will be open and run by the Lacrosse Boosters Club. 
•Refuse containers will be available at the site. There are a sufficient number at the site now to 
handle this event. Event staff will monitor trash and empty as needed and at the close of the 
event. 
•All transportation to the event will be via personal vehicles; no buses will transport 
participants. Eight volunteers will be assigned. The new Twin Brook parking fee will be in place 
for this event. The fee is $2.00 per vehicle. 
•There will be one Police Officer on duty for this event. The Police Chief will review this on a 
yearly basis. There will be 3 recreation staff employees on duty as well. 
•There will be a dedicated EMT and paramedic on site with an ambulance. 
•The organizers will provide two ways radios and cell phones for communication between 
parking attendants and personnel. 
I believe that we have covered the requirements for the Mass Gathering Permit and I am 
confidant that the Cumberland/ North Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse group will have another 
successful Jamboree. 
Approximate costs for this event will be: 
$ 325.00 Police Coverage 
$ 375.00 Field Set up fee 
$ 124.00 Municipal Staff Day of the event 
$ 485.00 EMS Coverage 
$ 250.00 Mass Gathering fee 
$1,300.00 Vehicle fee (650 x $2.00) 
$2,859.00 Total 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 
Publication Dates: _______ _ 
Publication Names: _______ _ 
Date Filed: _________ _ 
Fee Received: _ _______ _ 
Date Ordinance Received: _____ _ 
Issued: __________ _ 
Denied: __________ _ 
Mass Gathering Application-Minor Large Outdoor Event 
(500-4,999 persons) 
This application must be filed with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event. 
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.00. 
Cumberland/North Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse Name of Applicant: _________________________ _ 
Address of Applicant: __ 6_6_S_c_h_o_o_n_er_R_id_g_e_R_d_. _c_u_m_b_e_ri_an_d_Fo_r_e_si_d_e_, M_ E_0_4_1_1 _o ___ _ 
Name of Event: ____ c_um_ b_er_la_n_d_B_o_y_s_J_a_m_b_o_re_e_L_a_c_ro_s_s_e_T_o_u_rn_a_m_e_n_t _____ _ 
Twin Brook Facility where the event will be held: ___________________ _ 
Is the faci lity owned by the applicant: ___ yes; _x __ no, (if no, attach a copy of the contract w ith 
The owner which allows use of property) 
Name of promoter (if different from above): ________________ _ 
Telephone number: ___ 20_7_-_3_47_-_9_47_6 __________________ _ 
June 11th (rain 12th) 8AM-6PM Date of Event: __________ Time (start and finish times}: ______ _ 
Number of tickets available: _______ _ 
Expected attendance: __ 3_o_o _______ _ 
Description of event: __ F_ie_ld_ L_ac_r_o_ss_e_ga_m_e_s_at_T_w_i_n_B_ro_o_k __________ _ 
Will any food vendors be serving at the event: __ x__ yes, _____ no, (if yes, how many, and 
what types) __________________________ _ 
Greely Lacrosse Boosters will be selling food from shed 
Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? yes, X no (if yes, list name and attach 
A copy of the vendors license to sell alcohol, describe what alcohol will be served) ___ _ 
Other: 
P. Name of liability insurance...,.,...,,.---_M_a_r_k_e_I l_n_su_r_a_n_ce _____________ _ 
Amount of coverage $1 mm ; amount of property insurance ____ _ 
Q. Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e. escrow account, irrevocable letter of cred it) 
Jonathan Becker 
Authorized Signature 
On _____________ (date), I received a copy of the Cumberland Mass Gathering 
Ordinance. 
Authorized Signature 
I certify that the team, league, or event on whose behalf I am 
requesting this certificate mandates 100% membership in US 
Lacrosse. In addition, I have verified our team's or league's events 
roster and all participants are currently registered members of US 
Lacrosse. I certify that this is true and I understand that liability 
coverage is only extended to our team, league, or event if all 
participants are current members of US Lacrosse. Further, I 
acknowledge by clicking on this box that event liability claims may be 
denied for coverage if our team/league/event is not 100% registered 
with US Lacrosse. 
Name: Jonathan Becker 
Organization: CumberlandNorth Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse/ Maine 
Chapter 
Date: 01/29/2016 
CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE IMM/DOlYYYYI 011291'1016 
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATIER OF INFORMATION ONLY ANO CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEt40 OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 
IMPORTAtff: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL IN SURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject 
to the tenns and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement A statement on this certificate does not confer 
rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s). 
PRODUCER COUTACT llAME: 
BOLLINGER. lne PllOllE I 'AA I 50 ,FK PARKWAY. HH FLOOR 11111:. 110 hll. 800-4.46-~311 11111: no 1: 973-921-2876 
PO Box3&0 E-MAll 
SHORT HILLS, NJ 07078 ADOREU: 
PHONE'. 1-800·'4&-5311 FAX'. 973-9:1-2876 INSURERISI AFFOROlllG COVERAGE NAIC i 
11nu11e11•: Markel lnsurirnce Comp•ny l?-3S7J 
INSURED llUURERB: 
US Lacross,, Inc. llUURERC: 
I 13 West Uni\•ersity Parkway 
Baltimore MD 21210 lNIURERD: 
Re: Cumberlandt~onh Yarmouth Youth Lacrosse/ Maine Chapter llUUReRE'. 
llUURERF: 
COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER: 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED !!ElOW HAVE BHN ISSUED TO THE INSURED l\A\IED ABOVE FOR TH: PO.ICY PERIOD INOICJ.TEC 
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY RECUIREUENT, TERM OR ::oNOITION OF AtN CONTRACT CR OTHER OOCUl/ENT WITH RES"ECT TO WHICH THIS CERTIFICAT:: MA'r' !!EI SSL EC 
OR >IAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE PO:.JCIE DESCRIBED H!:REIN IS SUBJECT TO A •• THE TE RVS, EJ.CLUSIONS ANO CONDITIONS OF SlKH 
POLICIES. LllllTS SHOWN W<.Y HAVE 9!:EN REOUCtc BY PAID C!.AJl.lcS. 
'tUR TYPE OF INSURAllCE AOOL 11.JBR POLICY NUMBER POLICYfff POLICY !:.XI' LIMITS 
LTR UUll VWD {MMIOOll'l"'t'l'\ IMll.IOOIYl'Yrt 
~UERAL LIABILITY u.c .. oc~ ... 1\'l!:\Cf S L:xic,to: 
A X CO\'V.ERCIAI. GENERl>.l. . IASIUTY jA•.'A~E TO ".f\ re'~ SlOO,\OC I CLAtVS.VAOE 0o::cuR 8~2AH2213C9 01/01/2016 0110112017 P'IEIJ SfS'f.lo:O..,~I 
llE::>fJG> lA"l!O-"PtlWl' ts,0<( 
x PsrticJi:1nts List; ~'lSOV... &KN \,N'lY ~I ,O."C,OC<. 
'GU,. AGGREGATE lll.llT APP.JES PER. SiXli~I Ab, .. , & \'-oallt>:>n l1;10 ~r o~.-·e~i:e· Sl .J..'\'l,0)) ~5,W.,OCC Sl!xwl Ab:.se & Llo;;r.utlO" ~re;a1e lon\1: S2.00:>.m ·Z,~-V..A~:il\-SGAT~ :J POI.ICY D PR(). [JLOC PR~""''"TS • COIJP.'Cli' >.:;:; \2;000,000 JECT s 
~TOIAOBILE LIABILITY COV5 \:'.:> S \~ - l.'T ;EA l!:~~ s 
ANY AUTO ~ eo:>-y 'wv'O' . "'' :;ie.w· 
- ALL OWNED - SCHECU~EO !>O::>.Y \.v'O' l>t·w~·~ s 
-
AUTOS 
-
AUTOS ?'tOOE=tTY ~MAG! $ HIRED AUTOS l\OM)WNED II'#•~ 
- -
AUTOS i 
x UIABRELLA LIAB . D~ OCCUR EAC'ttOCCv"'-=lE\ C% ~J,C<>:,C¢: 
A. - EXCESS LIAB c.>. 1,•s- 4602AH221370 01/0112016 01101/2017 A~G-1\!~./\T! Sl,~00.C« 
-
!/ADI! 1 
OED n RETENTION S 
WORKERS COMPEUSATIOI~ y Ill NIA I ~1T:-r s AUD EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY D ~~C.S'TATV- " Oi\Yl. !ITS 
"' Y l'ROl'~TO'l.PAATM~.!tva!<: .IT VE ~ 
0°1' t%M!!l!5EI\ EJ(Q.IJO!!O' fl. fACt" ACC•OE"1' 
(Mandatory in NH) fl J.SV.S!·EA!l/;>l.OYU: s 
l'IM ON>;rt>t U"ldtr oes<:'l..;>T"Ol. o• 
O?f.AA TOI.$ bt!OW E.L o·SfAS! • :>OLCY t.NJT 
5 
A Accident Medics! 4102AH025220 01/0112016 01/011'2017 Accident Lim ii: S 100.000 
Catastrophic Ace 4102AH30S882 01/0112016 01/01/2017 Catasltoph1c Limit· S.1.000.003 
OESCRIPTIOlj OF OPERATIONS I LOCATJOllS I VEHICLES (Att~eh ACORD 101. Additional RemHks Schedule. ii mon space is required} 
~overage applies lo tums/l.aguu eomprlud of 10M\ US Lacrosse members participants during scheduled and supervised ucrosse activities. 
CERTIFICATE HOLDER CAllCELLATIOll 
SHOULD AllY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CAllCELLED 
Town ofCwnberland 
BEFORE THE EXPIRATIOll DATE THEREOF, llOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED Ill 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIOllS. 
l Cumberland Center 
Cumberland, ~.ff, 0..102 
~ AUTHORIZED REPRESEUTATIVE 
Cl 1986·2010 ACORD CORPORATION A ll rights reseNed 
ACORD 25f2.01010~) The ACORD name and logo st& r&gl1t&1ed mar..1 of ACORD 
ITEM 
16-059 
To set a Public Hearing date of May 9th to consider and act on a 
Mass Gathering Permit for Girls on the Run-Maine for a 5K race 
to be held on June 5th from 7 :00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. at the 
Cumberland Fairgrounds 
MEMORANDUM 
To: William Shane, Town Manager 
From: Tamara O'Donnell, Town Clerk 
Re: Girls on the Run-Maine 
I held a meeting at 9:00 a.m., on Wednesday, Apri l 6, 2016, with Interim Police Chief Ca lder, 
Mike Timmons, Cumberland Farmer's Club President, Cumberland Farmer's Club Treasurer 
Gerry Prevost, Fire Chief Dan Small and Deputy Fire Ch ief Evariste Bernier. 
I reviewed in detail the requirements of the Mass Gathering Ordinance with Mr. Prevost. The 
following represents our mutual understanding: 
• This event is a SK race for girls grades 3-5 and their families and supporters. 
• Exact attendance levels are unknown, however, it is estimated to be between 
1500-1800. 
• Chief Calder will have one officer at the event and Chief Small will have 2 EMT's 
for a 2 Yi hour window during the actual racing dedicated coverage at this event. 
• No admittance or parking fee will be charged, and all parking will be on the 
fairgrounds. Volunteers from the Cumberland Farmer's Club will be handling the 
parking. 
• The event will be held Sunday, June 5, 2016. 
• The hours are 7 a.m.-1 p.m. 
• Communication between parties will be by two way radio and cell phone. 
• Anita Andersen wil l conduct inspections. 
• A copy of the event insurance coverage is attached to the application. 
The Town fees for this event are listed below: 
$250.00 
$160.00 
$160.00 
Mass Gathering Fee 
Fire Dept. 
Police 
I believe we have covered all areas related to the Mass Gathering Permit application. It is my 
hope that this event will be very successful and well managed. I hope the weather cooperates 
and they have a wonderful turnout. Thank you. 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND 
Publication Dates: _______ _ 
Publicat ion Names: ______ _ 
Date Filed: _________ _ 
Fee Received: ________ _ 
Date Ordinance Received: _____ _ 
Issued: _______ __ _ 
Denied: _ ________ _ 
Mass Gathering Application-Minor Large Outdoor Event 
(500-4,999 persons) 
Th is application must be fi led with the Town Clerk not less than 60 days before the date of the event. 
Application must be accompanied by a non-refundable fee of $250.00. 
Name of Applicant: G/r- Is· on fh.e Ru.n -lll/ .:('/~€,, 
Address of Applicant: q 8 O 6Y-e.sf lf-p-c.. .:5C( //-<- ?..o 6 fJCJ v-
Name of Event: (J;rfs- D>"l -Hi~ R~o, - Y/"/cr1),,-e. .3~ 
Facility where the event wi ll be held: G ~ /;;..e v let #1 cl <!_ /.!J q n ly ~I~ riJlt.....1'L d.s 
Is the facility owned by the app licant: ___ yes; X no, (if no, attach a copy of the contract with 
The owner which allows use of property) 
Name of promoter (if different from above): _______________ _ 
Telephone number:AD 7-7lf 7-S6 77 0 M'c..e. ;J..o7-65'"3-'8~ZL e...e.// 
Date of Event: t Is-/ Ab I h Time (start and finish times): 7//lf{-r I'n< 
Number of tickets ava ilable: _______ _ 
6 lL~-1- ~: y s-
Expected attendance: / 5 ~ 0 - / ~ 0 b 
Description of event: .b' ~ f? 4 c-e. -J?> Y- J ' ;.. £. 3-S- 7 ~ c/es 
~ ; l .e5 • tl J? J -5"' p e PY t- I 
> 
Will any food vendors be servin~ at the event: )( yes, no, (if yes, how many, and 
what types) f.> lf-0 K "l J;{.. 4- f o LJ Jc WY // 4- ,., 1-1. ~ ...-.f, lu "'- ./.e J---
/l}!) Ge:?O/(//~f OJ'] $,··f-e_ 
Will any alcohol vendors be serving at the event? yes, ~ no (if yes, list name and attach 
A copy of the vendors license to sell alcoho l, describe what alcoho l wi ll be served) _ __ _ 
Describe the three most recent outdoor performances of the group, performer, or event being 
proposed. Include location, date(s), number in attendance, promoter or sponsoring person or 
organization. 
1. C t.vvvz /;ie/y"' /a n cl ~q / ;_ 2 a/s.j-/$~­
J_ o? 3 - 2.-o t ~ 
A._ t!:J t 3 - L-0 I cf 
2. Pt ~~IC( n c!.. r::::C( rYY) s 
3. D-c~ )- J n 1 c.9 ct. K-:> 
I d A>O ,_ JL(,,,.e_-vi, f _ ;]::.' //, /!., '-e J d 
Description of facility: 0 u I - ...., " 
A. Seating capacity:. _____ permanent; _____ temporary 
B. Other seating capacity: _____ festival; _____ standing room only (sq. ft.) 
c. Number of toilets ava ilable: _____ permanent; ____ portable 
D. Number of parking spaces ava ilable: Je::>tJ?t) on-site; _____ off-site 
E. Are all parking lots lighted (applicable only if event runs into evening hours: ____ yes; 
____ no, if no, which lots are not lighted _____________ _ 
F. Source of potable water:_ ..... P_u __ ,b_/_1_'c _ _ -____________ _ 
G. Refuse containers ava ilable, number and size: ·fr_ ) ~ >tJ,b - ;l_ IC) r Ir 
H. 
I. When wil l refuse be picked up?_a-=--t--'-'.Jr_v __ Ht_~ __ cbW ___ ~_.f_._--____ _ 
Public Safety: 
J. Describe fi~st ~id facilities: ~ t . r&J ./- q, 1 .. J k '1. f; f v-4 I ;,-e J 
.s ht t-r ---- c ~ ~ \t /441 (i!_ fi.-c. < c._~ -c.. 
K. Describe emergency faci lities:._ " __________________ _ 
L. 
M. Number of certified police officers: '/ (;tt7 J • Jr) 
N. Other security perso?,nel (include company name and qualificatjon): 5 S 1-zeff 
43-0 t/t:>f&.V>? trc~rf ,._ S: £aP-W'l~v~ /~b ~ ~>-&' 
0. Describe f ire personnel: ___ '-------------------
Other: 
P. 
Q. Preferred type of performance guarantee (i.e. escrow account, irrevocable letter of credit) 
~~di nae: 'f (' 10 
Authorized Signature 
J J p Jv 1 l (date), I received a copy of the Cum be rl and Mass Gathering 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND MASS GATHERING PERMIT REQUESTED FOR GIRLS 
ON THE RUN 5K ON SUNDAY, JUNE 5, 2016 AT CUMBERLAND FAIRGROUNDS 
NUMBER OF PEOPLE: 
We expect approx. 1400 people to attend the Girls on the Run SK event on Sunday, June 5th. 
We expect 1150 SK Runners (600 girls ages 8-14 with 400 adult Running Buddies, and an additional 150 
mostly adult runners) and approx. 200 additional spectators. 
SET-UP: 
The event festival (stage, tents, finish line chute, food/water, port-a-potties etc.) wil l be contained within the in-
field of the horse track. 
The SK run/walk will begin and end on the horse track with two loops around the perimeter of the Fairgrounds. 
EVENT TIMES: 
We will be onsite at the Fairgrounds from 6am-1 pm. 
Volunteers will arrive between 6:30am and 7:30am. 
The girls and their families start arriving at 8am. 
The SK run starts at 9:45am. 
Most girls complete the SK in 45 min to 75 min. 
The event will wrap up at 11 :30am and staff and volunteers will breakdown in about an hour so we will 
be gone by 1 pm at the latest. 
CONTACT: 
Girls on the Run-Maine 
Our office address is: 980 Forest Ave Suite 206 Portland, ME 04103 
Office phone: 207-747-5677 
Event Staff 
Emily Clark cell: 207-653-8621 emily.clark@girlsontherun.org 
Staci Olson cell: 207-798-0242 staci.olson@girlsontherun.org 
Katie Verlee cell: 774-641 -0223 kate.verlee@girlsontherun.org 
GIRi s ON Tiff RUN - MAIN! 
980 Forcs1 Avenue, Suite 206 
Portland, ME 04103 
http://girlsonrhcrunmaine.org 
CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MM/DD/YYYY) 3/25/2015 
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS 
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES 
BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED 
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. 
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the pollcy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to 
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain pol icies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the 
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement s . 
PRODUCER 
Trinity Consulting 
PO Box 471308 
Charlotte NC 28247 
INSURED 
Girls on the Run-Maine 
980 Forest Ave. 
Portland ME 04101 
COVERAGES 
GIRMAIN INSURER B : 
INSURER C : 
INSURER D : 
INSURER E: 
INSURER F: 
CERTIFICATE NUMBER: 776536704 REVISION NUMBER: 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE B EEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD 
INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS 
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS. 
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS. 
INSR TYPE OF INSURANCE POLICY EFF POLICY EXP LIMITS LTR INSR WVD POLICY NUMBER IMM/DDIYYYYl IMM/DD/YYYYl 
A GENERAL LIABILITY y PHPK1280094 ~/1/2015 '11/2016 EACH OCCURRENCE $ 1.000.000 
- DAMAGE TO REN 1 tu x COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY PREMIC:J:~ tc .. ""'"" rriionr:Al $1,000,000 
- ~ CLAIMS·MADE ~ OCCUR MED EXP (Any one person) $5.000 
x Abuse/Molestatio PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $1,000.000 
-
;.__ Special Events GENERAL AGGREGATE $3,000.000 
GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: PRODUCTS • COMP/OP AGG $3.000.000 n POLICY n ~~,9; lxl LOC $ 
A AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY 
,__ PHPK1280094 2/112015 '11/2016 {Ea accide~11'"'"" •IMI I s1.000 000 
ANY AUTO SODIL Y INJURY (Per person) $ ,__ 
ALL OWNED ~ SCHEDULED 
AUTOS AUTOS SODIL y INJURY (Per accidenl) s I- I- NON-OWNED PROPERTY DAMAGE x HIRED AUTOS x AUTOS /Per accident! $ 
- $ 
A x UMBRELLA UAB H OCCUR PHUB486663 '11/2015 211/2016 EACH OCCURRENCE $10.000.000 
- EXCESS LIAB CLAIMS-MADE AGGREGATE $10,000.000 
OED Ix I RETENTION $10.000 $ 
WORKERS COMPENSATION I .rr;~_;T frrg;, I 1°w· AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY YIN 
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE D 
NIA E.L EACH ACCIDENT $ OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED? 
(Mandatory In NH) E.L DISEASE · EA EMPLOYEE $ 
g~;~~rtir3~ o'10PERATIONS below E.L DISEASE · POLICY LIMIT $ 
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS I VEHICLES (Attach ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, if more space Is required) 
Re: GOTR 5k event at Cumberland Fairgrounds - Cumberland Farmers Club is additional insureds regarding general liability for operations of 
the insured as required by written contract. 
CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION 
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE 
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF, NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN 
Cumberland Farmers Club ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS. 
c/o Gerry Prevost 
39 Samuel Rd AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE Portland ME 04103 Jtjj~ 
I 
© 1988-2010 ACORD CORPORATION. Alf rights reserved. 
ACORD 25 (2010/05) The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD 
BUDGET 
REPORT 
  
 
04/21/2016 TOWN OF CUMBERLAND PAGE 1
12:03:10 HISTORICAL ACTUALS COMPARISON REPORT glactrpt
FOR PERIOD 10 OF 2016
 
ACCOUNTS FOR: PRIOR YR3 PRIOR YR2 LAST YR CURRENT YR CY REV
001        General Fund            ACTUALS ACTUALS ACTUALS ACTUALS BUDGET
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
 
0011 Tax Revenues
___________________________________
 
0011 0303 Motor Vehicle Excise Tax          -1,173,633.11   -1,304,258.25   -1,396,155.53   -1,431,153.58   -1,480,000.00
0011 0304 Boat Excise Tax                       -6,554.50       -5,024.00       -5,550.30       -5,844.40      -10,000.00
0011 0328 Outer Islands Property Tax           -40,464.64      -41,566.42      -20,933.44      -39,889.25      -40,000.00
0011 0329 Payment in Lieu of Taxes                    .00      -11,556.00      -16,828.00      -29,608.00      -23,793.00
 
TOTAL Tax Revenues   -1,220,652.25   -1,362,404.67   -1,439,467.27   -1,506,495.23   -1,553,793.00
 
 
0012 License & Permit Revenues
___________________________________
 
0012 0311 Hunting & Fishing License               -379.83         -437.41         -483.75         -362.75         -600.00
0012 0312 Marriage Lic & Vital Records          -1,695.40       -1,437.20       -2,189.80       -1,766.00       -1,900.00
0012 0313 Birth Certificates                    -1,069.60       -1,394.80       -1,224.80       -1,012.20         -365.00
0012 0314 Death Certificates                    -1,644.40         -660.20       -1,561.00       -1,145.40       -1,000.00
0012 0315 Clerk Licenses                        -2,146.00       -3,500.00       -3,675.00       -4,130.00       -4,500.00
0012 0316 Shellfish Licenses                    -2,532.08       -1,839.47       -1,664.28         -487.99       -3,000.00
0012 0317 Conservation Fees                       -662.92         -516.53         -400.72          -97.01         -500.00
0012 0334 Snowmobile Reg                          -444.54         -201.00         -217.00         -183.00         -200.00
0012 0361 Auto Reg. Fees                       -15,972.00      -16,593.00      -16,684.00      -16,298.00      -21,000.00
0012 0362 Boat Reg. Fees                          -333.00         -681.60       -1,177.80         -288.00         -500.00
0012 0366 Building Permits                     -75,801.08      -62,741.89      -62,867.25      -61,247.27      -70,000.00
0012 0367 Electrical Permits                   -18,442.83      -15,195.70      -15,408.45      -14,768.80      -18,000.00
0012 0368 Plumbing Permits                     -16,093.00      -16,912.80      -17,666.75      -11,057.98      -18,000.00
0012 0369 Other Permits                           -800.00       -1,425.00       -1,550.00         -650.00       -2,500.00
0012 0383 Agent Fees-Moses                         -25.92          -17.84          -14.00          -10.00             .00
0012 0398 Application Fee                       -1,400.00       -1,233.33       -1,311.12         -855.56       -1,000.00
0012 0401 Dog Licenses                          -3,172.00       -3,187.00       -2,590.00       -2,244.00       -3,000.00
0012 0404 Commercial Haulers License              -200.00             .00             .00         -200.00         -600.00
 
TOTAL License & Permit Revenue     -142,814.60     -127,974.77     -130,685.72     -116,803.96     -146,665.00
 
 
0013 Intergovernmental Revenues
___________________________________
 
0013 0327 Homestead State Reimb               -171,007.14     -128,546.00     -104,217.00     -151,273.00             .00
0013 0331 State Revenue Sharing               -428,009.54     -318,329.47     -316,737.25     -308,337.65     -385,710.00
0013 0332 Park Fee Sharing                      -7,212.00       -7,311.82             .00       -8,133.33       -7,080.00
0013 0335 DOT Block Grant                      -61,254.00      -68,440.00      -62,592.00      -63,232.00      -62,592.00
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
04/21/2016 TOWN OF CUMBERLAND PAGE 2
12:03:10 HISTORICAL ACTUALS COMPARISON REPORT glactrpt
FOR PERIOD 10 OF 2016
 
ACCOUNTS FOR: PRIOR YR3 PRIOR YR2 LAST YR CURRENT YR CY REV
001        General Fund            ACTUALS ACTUALS ACTUALS ACTUALS BUDGET
 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 
0013 0337 State Grant revenue                         .00             .00       -4,508.74             .00             .00
0013 0341 North Yarmouth Recreation Shar       -37,764.75      -12,747.00      -26,928.00       -5,466.00       -7,355.00
0013 0342 North Yarmouth Library Share         -98,457.00      -99,713.00     -106,035.00     -109,464.00     -145,952.00
0013 0347 North Yarmouth Channel 2                    .00       -1,820.00       -1,909.00       -1,911.00       -2,674.00
0013 0348 ACO Sharing Payments                  -3,722.22       -2,475.00       -6,322.00       -6,322.00             .00
0013 0397 Windham-Fire & Rescue                       .00             .00       -3,900.00             .00       -3,900.00
0013 0509 Regional Assessing                   -48,740.00             .00             .00             .00             .00
0013 0545 North Yarm Sidewalk Plowing           -2,600.00       -2,200.00             .00             .00             .00
 
TOTAL Intergovernmental Revenu     -858,766.65     -641,582.29     -633,148.99     -654,138.98     -615,263.00
 
 
0015 Other Revenues
___________________________________
 
0015 0305 Interest & Penaties                  -37,749.59      -33,090.40      -29,325.99      -23,133.71      -40,000.00
0015 0306 Over/Short                                73.82          313.81        3,050.97          -57.17         -100.00
0015 0364 Growth Permits                        -3,000.00       -3,900.00       -3,200.00       -3,500.00       -2,000.00
0015 0365 Board of Appeals                        -200.00         -100.00             .00         -500.00         -100.00
0015 0379 Investment Earnings                   -1,404.46         -191.90         -233.14          783.86             .00
0015 0381 Building Rentals                            .00             .00             .00             .00         -500.00
0015 0382 Sale of Assets                       -15,224.00      -17,393.56       -8,300.00       -7,599.00      -25,000.00
0015 0390 Misc. Revenue                         -3,690.90      -35,788.80      -40,861.82      -40,440.13      -38,000.00
0015 0399 Staff Review Fee                     -10,450.00       -2,716.67      -15,347.88       -4,319.44      -10,000.00
0015 0402 Cable TV Revenue                    -116,739.20     -112,749.93     -114,620.19     -111,418.32     -107,000.00
0015 0403 Mooring Fees                            -735.00         -295.00         -215.00         -635.00       -1,000.00
0015 0410 Private Ways                            -200.00         -600.00         -600.00       -1,000.00         -400.00
0015 0432 Workers Compensation Dividend         -7,300.34      -15,122.30      -26,586.80      -10,803.37             .00
0015 0508 Impact Fees                          -50,986.60      -80,262.75      -61,134.05      -97,529.70      -50,000.00
0015 0513 Assessing Records                           .00             .00          -30.00             .00         -100.00
 
TOTAL Other Revenues     -247,606.27     -301,897.50     -297,403.90     -300,151.98     -274,200.00
 
 
0021 Police Related Revenues
___________________________________
 
0021 0351 Police Issued Permits                 -4,486.00         -958.28         -748.00       -3,027.00       -3,500.00
0021 0353 Police Insurance Reports                -412.00         -464.00         -450.00         -433.00         -500.00
0021 0427 Parking Tickets                         -367.20          -10.00             .00             .00         -200.00
0021 0431 Outside Detail                       -23,977.05      -26,000.26      -16,868.29      -25,017.14      -35,000.00
0021 0536 Animal Control Officer Revenue        -1,828.60       -2,018.00       -1,810.00       -1,653.00       -2,500.00
0021 0546 Court Reimbursements                  -1,765.91       -1,613.37       -1,019.80         -989.76       -3,500.00
0021 0547 Miscellaneous Police Revenue         -23,667.14       -5,383.05         -860.40         -533.00         -500.00
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0021 0620 Federal Grant revenue                       .00      -35,000.00      -20,206.00      -25,000.00      -25,000.00
 
TOTAL Police Related Revenues      -56,503.90      -71,446.96      -41,962.49      -56,652.90      -70,700.00
 
 
0022 Fire Related Revenues
___________________________________
 
0022 0390 Misc. Revenue                        -10,518.50       -7,835.00         -785.00          -55.00      -15,000.00
0022 0431 Outside Details                      -15,866.00      -19,234.00      -19,019.57      -17,921.35      -15,000.00
0022 0504 Rescue Billing                       -85,079.02      -47,978.49     -112,359.20     -109,609.04     -155,000.00
0022 0505 Non Emergency Transports                -880.48      -11,315.45      -48,955.79      -56,412.68      -31,200.00
0022 0507 Paramedic Intercepts                  -1,800.00       -1,800.00         -300.00         -900.00       -2,000.00
 
TOTAL Fire Related Revenues     -114,144.00      -88,162.94     -181,419.56     -184,898.07     -218,200.00
 
 
0031 Public Works Related Revenues
___________________________________
 
0031 0355 Recycling Income                            .00          -20.00             .00             .00             .00
0031 0390 Misc. Revenue                           -842.00         -312.00      -31,921.00         -351.00         -500.00
0031 0517 Bags/Universal Waste                -178,352.00     -196,562.00     -194,186.00     -174,722.50     -260,000.00
0031 0539 Brush Passes                          -6,222.00       -4,346.00       -5,398.00       -4,602.00       -7,500.00
 
TOTAL Public Works Related Rev     -185,416.00     -201,240.00     -231,505.00     -179,675.50     -268,000.00
 
 
0037 ValHalla Revenues
___________________________________
 
0037 0306 Over/Short                                  .00             .00             .00           -8.19             .00
0037 0329 Payment in Lieu of Taxes                    .00             .00             .00       -2,000.00       -8,000.00
0037 0357 Golf Memberships                            .00             .00             .00     -153,303.85     -239,283.00
0037 0358 Greens Fees                                 .00             .00             .00      -85,033.70     -127,148.00
0037 0359 Golf Cart Rentals                           .00             .00             .00      -53,557.58      -89,232.00
0037 0378 Soda Sales                                  .00             .00             .00       -1,738.62       -3,325.00
0037 0416 Practice Range                              .00             .00             .00       -7,009.00       -9,465.00
0037 0417 Program Revenues                            .00             .00             .00      -12,954.00      -60,132.00
0037 0419 Advertising Sales                           .00             .00             .00       -6,050.00      -24,000.00
0037 0522 Outing Golf                                 .00             .00             .00      -72,102.08      -72,315.00
0037 0560 Rental Income                               .00             .00             .00      -10,863.18      -21,600.00
0037 0565 Cell Tower Land Lease                       .00             .00             .00      -10,800.00      -20,000.00
 
TOTAL ValHalla Revenues             .00             .00             .00     -415,420.20     -674,500.00
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0041 Recreation Related Revenues
___________________________________
 
0041 0370 Recreation Programs                  -16,378.00      -24,470.80       -7,711.66       -7,948.00      -32,408.00
0041 0371 Fall Recreation Revenue              -43,997.62      -42,842.48      -33,432.50      -44,877.45      -36,228.00
0041 0372 Winter Recreation Revenue            -90,504.62      -97,303.25     -105,890.26      -97,131.00     -124,846.00
0041 0373 Spring Recreation Revenue            -11,332.23      -27,073.78      -23,219.10      -24,314.00      -41,239.00
0041 0374 Summer Recreation Revenue            -81,347.41      -57,403.79      -98,811.67      -24,616.50     -223,017.00
0041 0385 After School Programs                -95,747.15     -125,525.00     -163,477.90     -162,038.58     -173,302.00
0041 0386 Special Events/Trips Revenues               .00             .00             .00         -285.00             .00
0041 0387 Adult Enrichment Revenue                    .00             .00             .00      -32,958.85      -32,377.00
0041 0388 Adult Fitness Revenue                       .00             .00             .00      -41,507.75      -41,840.00
0041 0570 Rec Soccer Revenue                    -2,360.98      -10,320.00       -7,456.00       -6,815.00      -10,211.00
0041 0571 Rec Ultimate Frisbee Revenue                .00             .00             .00      -12,231.00             .00
0041 0606 CPR/First Aid Revenues                      .00             .00         -150.00        1,401.20             .00
 
TOTAL Recreation Related Reven     -341,668.01     -384,939.10     -440,149.09     -453,321.93     -715,468.00
 
 
0043 Park Revenues
___________________________________
 
0043 0391 Field Usage Fees                     -11,916.77      -13,397.04       -8,372.08      -10,207.56      -15,000.00
0043 0431 Outside Details                             .00             .00             .00       -1,909.49             .00
0043 0617 Twin Brooks Donations                       .00             .00         -177.00          -47.00             .00
 
TOTAL Park Revenues      -11,916.77      -13,397.04       -8,549.08      -12,164.05      -15,000.00
 
 
0045 Library Related Revenues
___________________________________
 
0045 0379 Library Interest Income                 -272.84         -159.60          -60.48         -227.17         -200.00
0045 0392 Library Fines                         -3,800.49       -3,529.14       -4,855.87       -3,559.41       -3,500.00
0045 0394 Misc. Library Revenue                 -1,491.60         -965.00       -1,297.00         -994.95             .00
 
TOTAL Library Related Revenues       -5,564.93       -4,653.74       -6,213.35       -4,781.53       -3,700.00
TOTAL General Fund   -3,185,053.38   -3,197,699.01   -3,410,504.45   -3,884,504.33   -4,555,489.00
TOTAL REVENUES   -3,185,053.38   -3,197,699.01   -3,410,504.45   -3,884,504.33   -4,555,489.00
 
GRAND TOTAL   -3,185,053.38   -3,197,699.01   -3,410,504.45   -3,884,504.33   -4,555,489.00
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10 General Government
___________________________________
 
130 Administration      436,496.23      422,772.12      457,112.75      513,076.04      548,827.00
140 Assessor      128,797.07       89,912.42       73,375.78       93,722.50       79,486.00
150 Town Clerk      144,674.48      144,571.51      164,816.03      182,267.27      221,002.00
160 Technology      150,547.11      167,272.02      144,766.25      147,658.27      166,546.00
165 Elections        4,108.87        2,784.10       10,149.48        3,044.43       11,953.00
170 Planning       50,013.26       48,088.91       49,596.01       57,056.85       63,775.00
190 Legal       24,129.53       16,323.33       46,112.47       40,111.73       42,500.00
999 Finance/GAAP entries             .00             .00         -100.00         -196.35             .00
 
TOTAL General Government      938,766.55      891,724.41      945,828.77    1,036,740.74    1,134,089.00
 
 
20 Public Safety
___________________________________
 
210 Police      914,099.41      919,646.86    1,007,165.33    1,137,147.02    1,257,423.00
220 Fire      609,949.98      621,951.15      729,819.86      719,189.75      885,161.00
240 Code Enforcement       55,487.56       55,692.60       78,976.00       90,789.19       94,049.00
260 Animal Control       33,682.84       28,931.67       23,698.84       26,795.63       27,661.00
 
TOTAL Public Safety    1,613,219.79    1,626,222.28    1,839,660.03    1,973,921.59    2,264,294.00
 
 
30 Public Services
___________________________________
 
310 Public Works      861,611.08      828,777.51      893,819.85      850,134.03    1,024,331.00
320 Waste Disposal      486,841.74      408,544.90      398,685.27      339,885.74      520,525.00
430 Parks      114,352.19      141,288.19      181,998.61      176,178.63      221,520.00
440 West Cumberland Rec        5,851.80        5,693.74        4,898.99        3,021.35        7,775.00
470 Historical Society Building             .00             .00          718.00        1,980.50        2,102.00
 
TOTAL Public Services    1,468,656.81    1,384,304.34    1,480,120.72    1,371,200.25    1,776,253.00
 
 
37 Val Halla Golf Club
___________________________________
 
350 Valhalla-Club             .00             .00             .00       26,037.89       39,713.00
360 Valhalla-Course             .00             .00             .00      355,275.99      467,975.00
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370 Valhalla-Pro Shop             .00             .00             .00      176,719.97      195,668.00
 
TOTAL Val Halla Golf Club             .00             .00             .00      558,033.85      703,356.00
 
 
40 Recreation
___________________________________
 
410 Recreation      525,624.55      538,507.92      633,047.73      661,535.36      783,686.00
 
TOTAL Recreation      525,624.55      538,507.92      633,047.73      661,535.36      783,686.00
 
 
45 Library
___________________________________
 
450 Library      313,957.25      326,732.35      325,532.66      326,606.38      411,267.00
 
TOTAL Library      313,957.25      326,732.35      325,532.66      326,606.38      411,267.00
 
 
50 Health & Welfare
___________________________________
 
580 General Assistance       24,917.33       34,292.59       25,430.56       23,841.59       35,000.00
590 Health Services        8,279.10        8,279.10        9,779.10       12,779.10       13,375.00
 
TOTAL Health & Welfare       33,196.43       42,571.69       35,209.66       36,620.69       48,375.00
 
 
90 Other
___________________________________
 
620 Cemetery Association       24,240.00       25,700.00       22,500.00       38,100.00       26,700.00
630 Conservation Commission          465.00        3,410.00        2,902.51        6,046.68        6,000.00
800 Fire Hydrants       47,376.55       43,355.57       51,049.00       46,495.61       65,000.00
810 Street Lighting       32,084.39       28,093.04       35,056.08       33,016.03       37,000.00
830 Contingent       44,660.72       19,112.08        2,211.60        3,908.70       25,000.00
840 Municipal Building      131,728.67      148,302.69      137,267.77       60,759.33       80,629.00
850 Abatements       19,399.95       24,544.80       73,676.78       80,630.04       20,000.00
 
TOTAL Other      299,955.28      292,518.18      324,663.74      268,956.39      260,329.00
 
 
98 Fixed Expenses
___________________________________
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650 Debt Service      794,792.19      789,692.77      790,510.28      835,125.86      825,000.00
750 Insurance      302,909.45      282,694.37      194,066.29      210,138.60      219,499.00
860 MSAD #51   10,980,505.50   11,414,127.27   11,927,755.00   12,964,209.10   15,557,051.00
890 County Tax      623,416.00      665,675.00      696,073.00      747,431.00      747,431.00
910 Capital Imp. Plan      896,137.00    1,133,693.00    1,323,868.00    1,181,500.00    1,181,500.00
TOTAL Fixed Expenses   13,597,760.14   14,285,882.41   14,932,272.57   15,938,404.56   18,530,481.00
TOTAL General Fund   18,791,136.80   19,388,463.58   20,516,335.88   22,172,019.81   25,912,130.00
TOTAL EXPENSES   18,791,136.80   19,388,463.58   20,516,335.88   22,172,019.81   25,912,130.00
 
GRAND TOTAL   18,791,136.80   19,388,463.58   20,516,335.88   22,172,019.81   25,912,130.00
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
